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Nominate Even 60 Horse Power Space
Postmaster Burke Also Procures Reclamation Act Tacked as a Landslide Kills Ten Children in Po'ice Still in Doubt as to Unterrified Hosts
Rider
Person
Allentown
Ticket at
a Factory Building at
to the Conservation
Annihilator Was Handi
Guilty of Heinous
Bicycles for Letter
Altdorf.
Measure.
Crimes.
Pennsylvania.
Collectors.
capped.
Belgrade, Servia, June 1" Floods
Washington. June 15. The Senate
leaders say today that the passage of following torrential rains caused hav-thstatehood bill by the Senate at c in the valley of the Morava river,
were lost in the town of
the present .session is assured. It will Thirty-fivnot be taken up however until action Chupria.
Jagouiana and Svilanatz
is had on the conference report on the.ai'e inundated. Many houses collapsed
King Peter left for the scene today.
postal savings bank bill.
Governor Mills at Washington,
Belgium Inundated.
rains
Bussels, .lime 15. Heavy
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, June 13. Car- throughout Belgium followed by flood
ter's million dollar amendment to the conditions are creating heavy losses.
conservation act for the completion of The village of Moss is devastated.
Landslide in Switzerland.
reclamation projects in the west passBerne, Switzerland, June 15. Inun- ed by a vote of 57 to 3. The Senate
is working hard to finish the conserva idations in the eastern and central distion measure in order to take up tricts of Switzerland caused immense
A
Altdorf
landslide at
statehood today. Congress may ad-- ! damage.
burjed a factory building killing ten
journ next Monday or Tuesday.
Governor Mills after a visit to the children of employes.
Villages Washed Away.
White House feels confident that the
Cologne,
Germany, June 15. The
statehod bill will pass.
and suffering of the
death
of
stories
Llewellyn, Cury and Leahy went to
New York today to welcome Roose- - survivors brought by refugees from
the flooded valley of the Ahr have it
velt.
that several villages were literally
for
$30,C00,C00
Irrigation.
washed away, the houses collapsing,
vvasnington, June ja. me bin au
,he occupants beneath the
burinS
issuance
the
of
certificates
thorizing
' floodSo
stronS was tlle cur,ent that
of indebtedness to the amount of $3ft
a locomotive and steam
00u,000 to complete the reclamation it swept away
some
In
rollers.
instances the villagrmiom,
H,.t
a rider on the pending administration ers sought refuge in trees only to be
withdrawal bill. Only Senators Bur- drowned when the waters tore the
the roots and bore them
ton, Gallinger and Kean voted against trees up by

I'oino, Italy, June 13. Some new
features are adding interest to the
Ijake Como mystery. It is evident that
the police are still in doubt as to the
identity of the person or persons, who,
after beating Mrs. Scottcastle Charlton into insensibility,
crowded her
into a trunk there to die of suffocation. The authorities are still making
every effort to locate Charlton and toword from Lucerne,
day received
Switzerland, that a young man believed to be the husband, had been seen
theiv on Saturday, the day after the
trunk containing Mrs. Charlton's body
was fished out of the lake. At the
same time, following the theory that
both Charlton and his wife had "been
murdered, Lake Como is again being
dragged today for the body of the
husband.
Constantine Ispolatoff, the
chance acquaintance of Charlton who
has been in custody since Friday, was
again interrogated today this time by
the examining judge. In his replies,
the Russian was disposed to poke fun
at the authorities.

AHeniowu, Fa., .June 15. Tlx- mid- night withdrawal of C. Lame Munsnn
of Williamsport, after he practically
had the gubernatorial nomination in
his grasp, somewhat disarranged the
plans of the leaders of today's Democratic state convention. Two inen are
still in the field, William H. Berry, of
Chester, former state treasurer, who
lirst made public the alleged frauds
in furnishing the state capitol and
State Senator Webster Grim of Doyl-estofrequently a candidate for state
offices. Munson refused to explain his
withdrawal.

With pennants of the shades of the
rainbow floating ami containing a
who re- )arty of knaki ,.iothe(i
senibled Rnuirh Rider ,t,u r.n i,a,power touting car which, is the patii- finder for the endurance run for the
Kansas City Star's trophies to be held
in August from Kansas City and back
by Denver arrived in the Ancient City
at 11 o'clock this morning.
It was practically the end of the
with Mrs. Jaffa who will visit friends
trip west, for after the big car had
seen the end of the Santa Fe trail and
in Denver.
its occupants had taken a peep at the
Water Applications.
monument in the center of the plaza,
Applications for permits to approand then had become acquainted with
priate the waters of the Territory are
THE WAY THEY PAY
still pouring in. During the past
the barber and the dining room, the
FOR ROADS IN COLORADO.
two days the engineer's office has re
car started homeward, turning its
ceived the following: G. A. Richard
"snout" toward Las Vegas and
About $25, COO is Raised to Construct huge
Denver.
son, Roswell, Chaves county, for 10
Model
Boulevard From Golden
second feet from Deep Lake; The
"We have had a splendid trip," said
to Denver.
Columbus Improvement Company at
George B. Longan, city editor of the
Columbus, Luna county, waters of
Kansas iCty Star, and who, like a true
Golden, Colo., June 15. Recent adj
Hackberry Gulch; R. L. Survant, Trin-cherlost no time wiring
- newspaper man,
to
Goldenthe
ditional
contributions
Colo., waters of Trinchera,
his
of the success of the ruu
paper
Denver boulevard fund make it abso
and Mike creeks; W. P. Saunwhich began just a week ago today.
lutely certain tSuit when completed.
from La Jencia
ders, Magdalena,
With Mr. Longan were W. G. Whit- t
of
will
model
lie
rmrnnsrhfare
this
the
creek; Baldwin and Gibbany, Roswell,
Colorado. The state appropriation of lu'""' tu'u,mfl OI lue ru"s ana lour
ifroni Pecos river; W. N. Fyffe, et als.
,
LOVE AFFAIR ENDS
$5,(100 is being expended under direc- committee of the Kansas City Automo
Roswell from Salt Lake; Thos. L.
IN MURDER AND SUICIDE.
tion of the state engineer at the east- bile Club; M. C. Nolan and R. J. Taup-per- t
Loftus, Durango, Colo., 1S5 second feet
who accompanied the party from
ern end, collecting with a half mile
from Las Animas, irrigating 18,500
Felipe Lopez, Kills His Sweetheart in built by the Lakeside company, while Las Vegas as pilot.
acres; J. H. Beckham, Artesia, from
Red Light District and Then
Mr. Whitcomb said: "We left Las
$14,000 raised in Jefferson county by
away.
Bogs, 120 acres; E. G. McDermith, it.
Shoots Himself.
at 2:30 p. ni. yesterday and exVegas
Ober Ammergau Cut Off by Flood.
appropriation of the commissioners
Glen wood, waters of Whitewater; H.
The House is Getting Busy.
to reach here last night but
pected
is
contributions
15.
and
Ober
being
private
Munich, Bavaria, June
J. Overton, Lake Arthur, Cottonwood
Washington, D. C, June 15. The
Denver, Colo., June 15. The end of used for the balance of the distance Te winct, rain and hail storm struck
"Passion
scene
of
the
the
waAmmergau,
House rules committee today decided
a romance between two young Mexidraw; S. K. Norment, Santa Fe,
us amid-shiand when we arrived at
today Cllt off from omnium- - cans who had known each other from to Golden.
ters of Rio Grande for power purposes. to give one day each to consideration i play''
A few days ago the state highway Fulton we thought we would have to
these
While a number of
applica- of the Weeks Appalachian Forest Re
childhood, came when the youth shot
turned over $1,500 to Quit for the day. It was decided,
tions are small the bonds filed with serve bill and the Scott Option hill to Of six hundred strangers in the city and killed his sweetheart and then commissioners
at this end and today Adolph though not wisely, to push on to
assist,
are
300
the
performance,
the Territorial Engineer guaranteeing prohibit dealing In cotton futures un- witnessing
fired a bullet info his own breast.
announced a subscription of rison, 10 miles distant, aud what gul- the construction of the work if per- less the actual transfer of cotton is Americans.. It is believed, however,
The shooting occurred in a Japan- $1,000 in addition to a like amount leys of water we ploughed
through:
mits are granted, amount to about made. This probably insures a vote of that they, are in no danger as the ese rooming house at 1828 Larimer
We had to stay over night there and
contributed last fall.
$30,000, most of which being covered the House on these two measures at hotels are on high ground. The lower street. Philip Lopez, 26 years old, a
Others have agreed to increase their left for Santa Fe at S:43 o'clock this
streets are filled with water. Meteor- former bartender in the Keith saloon
by the applications of G. A. Richard- the present session.
so the fund will reach morning."
subscriptions,
the
in
higher iy Nineteenth street near- - Market,
son, Columbus Improvement Company,
ological observatories
.
To Retire Judge Moody.
'
to- Followed Trail.
that the snows are shot Bertha Little, a Mexican inmate approximately $25,000. In orderconn- S. K. Norment, Hardwich & Highsriiith
D. C, June 15. Sena Alps announce
Washington,
Jefferson
The
the best results,
autoists
made no attempt to
get
are
floods
and
etc.
greater
of a Market street resort, after he
tor Lodge today introduced a bill per- melting rapidly,
a rock crusher to smash records as they left with the
has
purchased
ty
Legal Opinion.
had taken her to his room. He then
mitting Associate Justice Moody of expected.
prepare material to crown the new object of finding a route for the en-The Attorney General has given the the
a buTiet into his own breast and
sent
full
at
Court
to
retire
Supreme
The grading will be com- - durance race and closely followed the
highway.
cloudBerlin, June 15. The worst
following opinion:
fled from the scene of his crime to
pay, notwithstanding that he has not
in
a
few days.
Santa Fe trail. With the exception of
pleted
Hon. Cleofes Romero,
the Coulson drug store at East Twenten years nor is he 70 years burst in many years caused hundreds
served
a
burst ed tire, there was no mishap.
in
of thousands of dollars damage
Superintendent of New Mexico
tieth avenue and Logan street, where
old, as required by the existing law. Berlin
The Kansas City Star's trophy endurJUDGE MECHEM SUSTAINS
Cellars were flood- he asked medical attention.
last
night.
Penitentiary. Moody's poor health
is given as the
and
ENGLE DAM APPRAISEMENT. ance runs are known throughout the
ed and street can, omnibuses
Santa Fe, N. M. reason for the
"I am shot in the side, and I am
act.
s
west and 63 cars participated in last
proposed
other traffic stopped. The subway-wa- sick," Lopez said as he staggered into
Dear Sir: I understand from what
and
year's run while 100 or more will likeThe
water.
M.
tables
C.
with
15
filled
Mr. Baer told me yesterday that you
El Paso, Tex., June
Judge
tiie drug store with blood dripping
chairs of outdoor restaurants were from his clothing. "Send for the po- Mechem, sitting at Socoro approved ly enter this year.
desire for the information of the pen- TWELVE LABORERS
BURNED IN SHACK. swept away. For a time the water
the award of the board of commis
lice surgeon."
itentiary board an expression of opinwas three feet deep in most of the
for laud TIMID MAN ELOPES TO
ion from me as to whether Chapter 32
The girl, whose Mexican name was sioners allowing $200,0(10
RATON WITH SWEETHEART.
Powperon
Twenty
Austrians
thoroughfares.
Niagara
Employed
principal
Aurelia Falasa, left dying in the taken for the site of the Elephant
of the Laws of 1909 is so inconsistent
sons were struck by lightning, but so rooming house, was found by Police Butte dam at Engle. As Secretary of
er Development Work Meet
with the provisions cf Section 3536 of
Accidental Death.
far as is reported none were fatally Surgeon McGilHvray, and Police Ser-lth- e
Interior Ballinger had already or- - But is Promptly Captured on His Rethe Compiled Laws of 1897, which proturn by His Batchelor Friends
to
injured.
was
hurried
She
Patterson.
vides for a deduction from the time of
dered
this sum paid, work will comgeant
and Given a Joy Ride.
soon
be
for
af
died
the county hospital, but
sentence of any convict
mence on the mammoth $9,000,000
good
Niagara Falls, Ont., June 15.
Trinidad, Colo., June 15. The Fu
ter she arrived there. Two bullets nvnieet. which will irrigate 225.000
havior, as to operate as a repeal of the Twelve Austrian laborers, known by OUR ROADS MUST
- BE LOOKED AFTER. pierced her left lung, her death re- acres of land in New Mexico, Mexico earlier law, thus preventing any good check numbers only, were burned to
summary
vengenace on E. A, Gillette,
an
internal
from
fulfill
the
time allowance upon sentences imposed death in their shacks at Falls View,
western
and
hemorrhage
and
Texas,
sulting
e
me
oi
of
Po
memuers, wno DroKe me
am
of
Chief
1909.
I
seen
an
When
of
for
last night by
under the said act
treaty obligation with Mexico
near here, last night. The men were Says Santa Board of Trade Appoints
rules of the society, by eloping to Ra
efto
refused
no
1909
lice
Rio
has
of
act
the
the
Lopez
that
international
on
Armstrong,
stream,
Call
to
Committee
opinion
equitable
employed on power development work.
ton with Lucille Lightfoot, the pretty
make a statement. He described the Grande.
fect upon the statute of providing for
Commissioners.
to
daughter of S. B. Lightfoot, a promirefused
will
in
but
and
briefly
detail,
shooting
aallowance
time
good
nent man.
the
had
killed
he
known
make
why
state my reasons.
When is Santa Fe going to look girl and then attempted his own life.
As the pair alighted from a train,
never
TAFT
are
implication
Repeals by
Scenic Highway? The bullet fired
the
of
end
after
sure in the belief their secret
its
feeling
it
the
before
and
youth
withj
courts
by
favored by the
That was the pertinent question asked sllif.ida, intent followed a rib and
had not leaked out, the bridegroom
can be held that any statute has been
at the meeting of the Santa Fe Board emerged from his left side leaving
was set upon by the Fu Fus, handso repealed, there must be apparent
ot
cuffed and thrown into a
Trade last nignt. juage a. u. iuui-jniuninjured
practically
CITY
KANSAS
such irreconcilable conflict as to make
rison presided at the meeting and j
cart drawn by a burro after which the
it impossible for both statutes to rethere were many well known Santa !FRSCQ ANQ S0UTHERN
luckless Xewlyweds were paraded up
main in force at the same time.
oilu-- i
.
roau
to
reans
at
uie
and down the main business street, esaiscuss
conit
Atto
TOGETHER.!
so
Marietta
to
GET
to
made
p
Goes
s
He
be
should
Every effort
ation. It was finally deemed to ap-- j
Mars in Curtiss Ma corted hy members of the society.
Aviator
strue the language of the statutes as
tend Diamond Jubilee
point a committee consisting ot Traffic Agreement That Gives Former
to keep them both in force.
chine Flying for $5,000
Messrs.
UNITED WIRELESS
Owen, Stauffer, Norment ,
of College
Outlet in New Mexico, Arizona,
Ia the present case no such irrecon
if
ask
Santa
Rolls
Dr.
and
OFFICERS IN TROUBLE.
Prize
Cooper and
California.
The doubt
cilable conflict exists.
and
Fe is not a little behind the times in
which appears to have arisen must be
Must Answer to Charge of Misusing
improving its end of the highway and
based only upon the clause in Section GREETED BY 2,000
Chicago,' June 15. Announcement
taken.
be
action
to
that
the Mails in Inducing People to
speedy
request
DESCEND
THRICE
TO
1 of said Chapter 32 which provides
was made here at the offices of the
The same committee was instructed
Subscribe to Stock.
traffic
a
that the term of imprisonment "shall
of
Frisco of the formation
the
commissioners
to
with
the
take
up
New
less
Of
York, June 15. President Wil- not exceed the maximum nor be
aereempnt for the interchange
Escorted to Home of W. w. matter of
son
securing 100 foot wide road
Vice President Boghart of the
and
beCover
Miles
to
than the minimum term fixed by the
business
Seventy
Expects
freight and passenger
Mills by National
I
irOIU. Uie U. D. lllUiau Stuwi IU
United Wireless Telegraph Company,
I o..Tk,n I hroo
court." The literal meaning of this
.
San pvancisco and Houston
twepn
in
los betore tne land is taKenup.it was,
Guard.
were taken into custody by a U. S.
language would be that the imprison
together
tt Te" .I
Hours.
pointed out that this can be made a if
marshal at the company's offices here
mini
not
be less than the
ment could
lines
p'jfic
l"c
splendid auto road and that now is the
this afternoon and taken before a U.
mum term fixed by the court, that is
rppn,nt which
Marietta, O., June 15. President time to get the proper width for the
' .
S. commissioner to answer the charge
a
ToDeka.
fix
C.
Kan..
15.
should
Mars.
J.
close
day Taft. arrived here shortl- after noon to
to say, if the court
- II HI
"
W
LlSUU.Ta
'
"
' June
less than one full. year, the imprison-- aUend the ,diamond iuDijee celebra- - road and avoid untold complications up the gap on the Frisco line to the aviator, left Topeka at 5:14 this morn- - of misusing the mans,
that may arise later.
Incorporated for $20,000,000.
ment must not be a day less tnan one ( tion that
which was left when the ing in an attempt to fly to Kansas
tne ?5tn anniversary ot
The tree planting committee report- southwest
York June 15. The nature of
New
Isldefecwinds
and
Tremendous
Rock
the
full year. It must be remembered, Marietta colege. An official reception
from
City.
Frisco separated
from
trees
the
ed
that
the
penitenacted
"""
"'s "ao
however, that the legislature
and It will give the Frisco a througn tive rudder torced him to descend
t
committee and 2,000 children carry
to the city are well placed, 99
Wireless
with all the previous laws in view and ing flags and flowers extended the tiary
line eventually to the City of Mexico near Grantsville, six miles out and to the hearing. The United
that
of
them
are
of
but
millions
for
is
twenty
thriving
incorporated
railto
indicate
no
any greeting of the city. The President
language
in connection with the National
has used
again at Newman, fourteen miles
- n0"arsMidat
a
and
also
time
third
away,
intention that the good time allowance was showered with blossoms as he they should all be boxed.
Mexico.
of
'
The Board of Trade passed a resolu ways
land. There was a high wind when he
of one month for the first year should drove to the home of W. W. Mills, es
on the Old Palace reparations
tion
- FIGHT MAY NOT TAKE
landed
the
he
expectthird
not be applied to the minimum term corted by the National Guard.
but
time,
and a copy of it appears in the editor- FOUND DEAD ON
PLACE IN CALIFORNIA.
of one year which might be fixed by
PILOT OF AN ENGINE. ed to resume his flight before noon.
columns.
ial
Mars is trying for a prize of $5,000, of- San Francisco, June 15. "If Gover- the court in any sentence. There, is WORLD'S MISSIONARY
fprpH hv T P. SfroTio- - q fnnitnlist of nnv flillett hna SitaTpri that- ha will nnt
no reason to doubt that the law leaves
CONFERENCE AT EDINBURGH. EIGHTY-TW.
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John R. Mott Reports for Commission
hy the
Flour on Lap.
three hours nnt.nal fl vine-tialthough We will not attemnt to 'buck' him.
and minimum duration thereof so as
for Carrying Gospel to the
World.
he may land as often ad he chooses, nor bring down the militia upon us.
Secretary of War Dickinson Presents
to be subject to the existing provisSecond Lieutenants Commissions
on
I shall order the work
15. Delegates
Seated
15.
Mara is using a Curtis macLine.
to
ions of law as to the allowance for
Akron
stopped at
June
June
Ohio,
Einburgh,
to Disciples of Mars.
once on the arena and take the fight
Takes Another Rest.
the pilot of a locomotive and holding
eood time previously in force. This the world's missionary conference got
I prefer Salt Lake, but
a sack of flour in his lap the body of
harmonizes with the whole spirit of down to the real work of the internaLawrence, June 15. At 1:30 o'clock elsewhere.
the legislation which is not in the di- tional meeting today. The feature of West Point, June 15. The com- Charles M. Vv7elsh, aged 35, formerly Mars arrived here and went to a ho- - Reno and Ely, Nev., will also receive
rection of increased severity but the day was the presentation by John mencement exercises of the Military living near Clinton, was found early tel to rest, leaving the aeroplane at consideration." This statement was
shows a humane and benevolent pur R. Mott, of New York, chairman, of Academy today were participated in today. He is supposed to have been Midland, 2 miles west. He announced made this afternoon hy Tex Rickard
pose the object of which is the reform the report of the commission for car by Secretary of War Dickinson, who struck by an engine when walking he would not resume his flight before to the Associated Pes3. Jack Gleasnon-Chrto
was
all
who
the
3
the
to
onto
will
on,
second
the
but
that
hurled
he
commisthe
o'clock,
present,
complete
agreed
lieutenant's
and
gospel
rying
along the, track
presented
the journey before evening
tian world.
sions to 82 graduates.
expressions of his partner.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
pilot.

Superintendent of Public Instruction Clark will leave today for Boston
where he will attend the National Education Association's Congress which
opens in the Hub July 4. Prominent
educators from all over the country
will be in attendance.
It was a dull day at the capitol, the
acting governor Mr. Jaffa being away
and quiet settled on the first floor
generally. Mr. Jaffa went to Lamy
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BROTHERS.
iKiiward Wilbur Mason.)
ilit-was a radiant
Tin.- oiit who
youlli
His fves were ulue with an eager
air,
And liiuh on his brow the light of
TWO

Imperial
ersey Cream

34U

Outshone as a star of the morning
fair.
The one who lived was a thoughtful
man
With heart like a landscape broad
and wide.
And both of them toiled their human
span,
The one who lived and the one who
died.

Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

n

r;

1

The one who died went out in the
and white as
With breast as
the snows;
Yet. in his flesh was the seed of doom
Set as canker in heart of the rose.
The one who lived was a grand strong-sou-

Grocery Co.

inter

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

F:

No. 40

Telephone

1
1

Ap SEE

FBI YOURSELF

GROCERS EVERYWHERE!

Jl

Denver, Colo., June 15
The forecast is partly cloudy to- night probably with showers in
southeast portion.
Thursday
fair weather.

care
That haunts like a hound the paths

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
and
the
new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may be
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.

Hopper and Hopper will make you
laugh. Drop into the Elks' theater
Unharmed he passed from the cease- tonight and see them.
less strife.
Field Day is Saturday St. Michael's
The one who lived gave blow upon College will hold
its 48th annual field
blow;
exercises Saturday on the college
day
Sword marks of spirit he wore with campus.
pride.
Montezuma Lodge Meeting MonteAnd both of them tasted much of woe,
zuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. M. will
The one who lived and the one who
hold a special meeting tonight when
died.
the grand lecturer, W. P. Chisuni, will
be present.
The one who died left never a name,
Healthseker Dies at Cerrillos After
And scarce but a memory short and
being in New Mexico just five days,
fleet.
Not his the crown of grandeur or Miss Raither of Chicago, died at Cerrillos, southern Santa Pe county, yesfame,
terday. Her brother, Dr. J. A. Raither,
Not his to sit in the glory seat.
And the one who lived left gear and of Chicago, and two sisters were with
her when death came.
gold-ExeFree Busses Sunday Santa Feans
he of the countryside.
And both were victors when all is will have the privilege of taking a
free ride in a bus Sunday from the'
told,
The one who lived and the one who plaza in front of Butt's Candy Store
to baseball park where the Salmon
died.
Grays and the Las Vegas baseball
team play a game beginning at 2:30
Uttered Worthless Check Such is
p. m. The first bus will leave 1 p. m.
Glenn
E.
the charge against Dr. Harry
Commencement
who was arrested at Springer and
Tonight The pubrought back to Las 'Vegas where he pils of St. Catherine's Indian Sclhool
will bold their commencement exerwas placed in jail.
cises tonight beginning at 7 o'clock.
Mrs.
Woman Found Dead at Home
The younger pupils will give a numcolored
aged
woman,
a
Betty Sebra,
at
ber home ber of recitations and musical selec65 years, was found dead
at Las Vegas yesterday. Death came tions which always interest, those who
appreciate the training given by this
from natural causes.
Rifle Practice at Las Vegas Com- excellent institution.
Letter Morgue A letter and a postpany H. of the National Guard at Las
Vegas, which has been drilling regu- card are in the letter morgue at the
larly and diligently, expects to resume local postofflce. The card is addressrifle practice at an early date as it ed to Dorothy Herman, 427 Grand
has received twelve cases of 500 avenue, with no city given and the
letter is to Mrs. Henry Marbell with
rounds each of ammunition.
neither street nor city underneath.
"DOCTORS OF THE MASSES."
is what one writer has termed proprie- There is also a newspaper which re-- j
quires more postage before it can be
tary medicines.
sent through the mails.
medicines
Good, honest proprietary
like Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable! Monster Picnic in Canon A
succeed, and the homes of jster picnic is in progress today in the
the masses are blessed by them, while! Santa Fe canon. The picnickers are
those which are worthless or harmful j ,)UUjis at st. Michael's College and
soon drop out. Thirty years of sue- went to the canon in proper style
'
cess in curing female ills is the record riding in ten teams. There were
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- shouts of laughter of the merry chaps
as they passed through the city and
pound.
Minister Killed on Railroad Track
the ideal weather leads to the belief
Rev. J. D. Ulmer, Methodist minister that the picnic will be most enjoyable.
Indian Story
See That Eeautiful
at Hudson, Quay county, was killed on
the Rock Island tracks, ten miles east "The Navajo Bride" at the Elks' theHe was crossing the ater tonight.
of Tucumcari.
tracks with a two horse team when
From 55 to 75 Degrees The merpas cury ranged from 55 to 75 degrees yeshe was struck by west-hounsenger train No. 33. Both he and the terday with a relative humidity of 59
horses were killed. Ulmer had been per cent which is much higher than
an aggressive Prohibition worker in normal. The highest velocity of the
Texas and Oklahoma.
wind was 38 miles, Irom the south- east. Vivid flashes of lightning, great
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, L,ucas peas of thunder and rain and hail
made the weather yesterday evening
county, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he very interesting, breaking the monot-i-s
senior partner of the firm of F. J. ony 0f sunshine and gentle breezes. A
Cheney & Co., doing business in theyear ago today the maximum was 77
City of Toledo, County and State anci the minimum 56 with 75 per cent
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay of sunshine.
Deeds Two warranty-deedthe sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLWarranty
LARS for each and every case of Cawere filed in the office of Protarrh that cannot be cured by the use bate Clerk Armijo. One was from
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Milo Hill to George S. Madden and his
FRANK J. CHENEY,
lot 4, Sec.
wife of the SW 4 NW
lot 1, Sec. 4,
Sworn to before me and subscribed 3. and the SE 4 NE
in my presence, this bth day ot De- Tp. 16 N., R. 9 E., comprising 136
acres, rne otner aeea was uuiu
cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASOX,
(Seal.)
George S. Madden to Milo Hill for an
undivided third interest in the followNotary Public.
the W
NW
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- - ing property: E
and
SW
on
of
the
the
E
the
acts
NE
and
directly
ternally,
of Sec. 9, T
of the SE
JV blood and mucous suriaces or uie sys the Wl-17 N., R. 10 E. In both transactions
tem. Send for testimonials tree.
the consideration was $1 with other
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
valuable considerations.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
(Continued on Page Eight)
stipation.

SELIGMAN BROS

bear;

Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

FIRST QUALITY TOOLS
E

mplar

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY INSCRIPTION OK WORK JN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M,

AIR. CANON
ROAD

OUR
Sr0CK

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but

MULLIGAN & RISING

Phone

d

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
130
FRAMING

PICTURE

125 plrvB

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

i

No.

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

flow, Hay,

Salt ancl Seeds

j

s

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SSANTA PE.

i

NAYAJO BLANKETS AT
:

6
it

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

t

'

S E. Corner of Plaza.

ML
i

2

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA

Near

A. T. & S.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

AVENUE
F. Depot.
85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstraet Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which you now own?

'Btf''

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

Santa Fe, N,

Catron Block

Kealty & Insurance Agency

Tbl Black 76

M
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1--
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C. YOP3TZ

etches

MANUFACTURER OP

McM Price
Right Goods
Right Servloo

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Eyes Tested and
FHtad by

,T;WELRY
Out Glass, China and Silverware

1 345 San Frsflolaco vi.

Methods

SANTA FE, N: M.

mm

nutation and inteqrity are at stake
a fact so thoroughly impressed on our minds that eternal vigilance is our

cription compounded at ZOQK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory

results.

(

1-- 2

1--

AND RETAIL

12328331

4

't

We have it.

WHOLESALE

1

1--

2

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OP

WSSSlSS

If it's Hardware

1--

1--

1--

4

14.

j

International Stock Food

e

j

d

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

aggre-vat-

the man who uses them.
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

!

l,ap:hon-eh-t

$350
$400
$500

foot-leng- th

of life:
No weight of years did his shoulders

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated
China, Novelties,

19

I

BEST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFFEE!

MINOR CITY TOPICS.

The one who died escaped from the

8

PHONE
BLACK

1

i

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

S. Spitz

K"CFAlFnRnYFS
BV

MmlLw

Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
rt
gives a smart, dressy eiiect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

8

l

Cosmic, eternal, and serious-eyed- .
And both of them reached their destined goal,
The one who lived and the one who
died.

CALL

SlItfSMlil

1

J

ipp

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

gloom

y

.--.

truth

Pansy

1
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ed them. Hero worship, founded on
the noblest feelings in our nature alWAR
BftBV
Readers
Fe
Have
Heard
Santa
ways has, and unless the history of
Many
the world since it began shall be reIt and Profited Thereby.
versed and the profession of arms
news
and
travels
the
shall lose its prestige, always will, esfast."
"Good
thousands of bad back sufferers in
pecially in great crises, make our
to
soldiers
are
learn
that prompt
potential in our national life,
glad
Santa Fe
not merely for deiVnse, but in the adrelief is within their reach. Many a
Secretary Dickinson Says It ministration of government.
With Terrible Eruptions
Grew
lame, weak and aching back is bad no
Will Be One of
"When the crucial time shall come,
more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills.
Worse in Spitecf Doctors Would
when your country shall need ner
Our citizens are telling the good news
Scratch and Tear Flesh Unless
w ith
of their experience
the Old
best, the call will be. not on those who
Hands were Tied
Mother Says
may have patent powers, but on those
Quaker Remedy. Here is an example
in
who
achieved
the
worth reading:
have
premiership
LIME LIGHT
NTERNAT10NAL
their branches of the service. By this
Locario Lopez, A sua Fria street,
I do not mean
mere intellectual HE WOULD HAVE DIED
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have had
no severe return of kidney trouble Address to Graduating Class at achivement, but that supriority that is
BUT FOR CUTICURA
compounded of mental accomplishsince using Doan's Kidney Pills sevat
Academy
Military
which
ments and those moral forces
eral years a?:o. Now and then I have
West Point.
adorned the characters of our great
noticed a slight attack of backache,
littlo son, when about a year
commanders. What is mere brilliancy and"My
a half old, began to have sores
but at such times Doan's Kidney Pills
como out on nis
have given quick and positive relief.
West Point, X. Y., June 15. Our for enduring fame. Who would place
face. 1 had a phyFor a long time I was made miserable past wars were crudely waged com- .Marlborough beside the men whose
sician treat him,
names we cherish?
but the sores prow
by spells of kidney complaint and my pared with what war would be now,
'
worse. Then tbey
Freedom from
back often so lame and painful that I said Secretary of War Dickinson tobegan to come on
could scarcelv do anything. I did not day in an address to the graduating is an attribute of great souls. White
his arms, then on
ether parts of his
sleep well and no matter whether I class at the United States Military their patriotism did not permit them to
body, and then one
were lying down or standing up, the Academy. "Specialization and tech- decline great offices, yet neither Washcame on his chest,
nor
Grant
Iee
"are
The
ington.
kidney
preferthe
evidence.
sought
trouble was in
secretary declared,
nique,"
worse thr.n tho
ment.
Then I
others.
They would lay down rather
secretions annoyed me both day and demanded in military affairs as inexcalled
Still he grew
another
night by their irregularity in passage orably as in art, manufacture, com- than voluntarily take up new honors, worse. At the physician.
of about a vear and
end
and there was a heavy sediment in merce, transportation, education, med- and nothing more became them than a half of suffering he grew so bad that
tie his hands in cloths at night
them. After several remedies 1 tried icine, law and indeed in every de- their unaffected modesty. General Leo 1tohad to him
from pcratehing the sore9
keep
tendered his resignation to Mr. Davis,
had failed to help me, I procured partment of human activity.
and tearing the flesh. He got to be
succeeded
he
should
be
that
Burat
saying
a more skeleton, and was hardly able
Stripling,
"We have come into the internaDoan's Kidney Pills
to walk.
rows & Co.'s drug store and they lived tional limelight and have assumed the by a younger and abler man.
" My aunt advised me to
Cuticura
I
them.
made
for
as
"Integrity irreproachable,
'pure Soap ami Cuticura Ointmenttry
.
up to all the claims
So great
responsibilities of a first class power.
have never hesitated to say a good If we should engage in hostilities with as the icicle that hangs from Diana's was her faith in them that she gave me
small piece of the Soap to try and
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when the any nation of respectable strength the temple,' has been the unchallenged aa little
of the Ointment. I took them
all
of
and
occurred."
has
possession
unchallengeable
be
would
and
clash
stupendous.
home without any faith, but to please
quick
opportunity
our
of
seems
her
I
There
tried it and it germed to dry up
unless the war
great generals.
For sale 'by all dealers. Price 50 Our commanders,
the sores a little. I sent, to a drug store
I trust that it is but a semblance
out
to
Foster-Milbur- n
endure
shall
forge
long enough
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
and got a cake of Cuticura Soap and
dia box of the Ointment and followed
New York, sole agents for the United of crude metal thunderbolts of war, to be a breaking down in many
must already have been trained in a rections of the high standards of per- directions. At the end of two months
States.
the sons were all well. He has never
Remember the name Doan's and way that surpasses all conceptions of sonal honesty. I do not. believe that had any sores of any kind since. Ho
our
of
citizens
more
class
has
gena
any
entertained
quareducation
is
now strong and healthv. and I can
military
take no other.
ter of a century back. From these erally and consistently kept their sincerely say that only for the most
wonderful Cuticura Remedies my preconditions, we may expect, if we shall honor unimpeached than the officers cious child would have died from
those
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
in
of
Yet
our
these
and
army
navy.
have wars, that men trained in the
terrible sores. I used only one cake of
Connection made with Automobile
school of the soldier will be in the days when all men's motives are ques- Cuticura Soap and about three boxes
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. future, and perhaps even more than tioned, things without intrinsic wrong of "Ointment.
I am a nurse and my profession
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosme into many different families
they have in the past, potential both must be shunned if they furnish room
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- in our military and civil administra for evil interpretation. While this brings
and it is always a pleasure for me to tell
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves tion. What, therefore, should more state of the public mind is an eruption my storv and recommend Cuticura RemEgbert Sheldon, R. F. D. 1,
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. profoundly engage our care than the of our times, neither it nor the safe- edies. Mrs. "onn.,
Oct. 23, 1909."
Litchfield,
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The education of those no more certainly guards are new in human affairs.
Complete External imd Internal Treatment for
anil Adults
ot
Infants.
Humor
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance than any other class of our citizens "No man is so great or so good in a Everyot Otitlci i Simp (Mr.)Children
to Cleanse the Skin.
and Cutito
Heal
the
Ointment
Cutleura
(50c.)
is $5.80 and between Torrance and of
to cura Resolvent (50c ), (or In the formSklD
of Chocolate
equal number will affect our na- republic that he can be permitted
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- tional
Pills. 25c. rer vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Coated
the
of
and
law
outside
the
govern
life?
& Cnem.
Sold throuRhoul the world. Potter Dn
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
.Sole Prom . 135 Columbus Ave.. Boston. Mam.
"This day, that makes such an constitution. No public good, however, Corn
Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseam
W
eventful period in the careers of so attractive, is worth gaining at the
many who will be in line for leader- price of setting aside a fundamental ample of the Boer republics.
The
This is sub- South African
ship of our armies and perhaps high principle of government.
and the
republic
civic office, does not pass unheeded stituting a government of men for a Orange Free State went down before
by the American people. Our army government of law, and this is the be- similar conditions. Large investments
&
and navy schools are looked to with ginning of the end of the republic.
foreigners in the Transvaal gold
"I exhort you to keep ever in your by
mines led in their instance to a desire
No
pride and inspire hope. These senti140
Red
Telephone
ments are fully justified by what these mind as exemplars the noble men who on the part of the capital interested
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
great institutions have done for the have preceded you, and that you will to run the whole country. This, the
nation. With them are linked the maintain in your time the imperish- Boer element resented and war and
names of many whose fame is a price- able renown which they achieved for the extermination of the two Dutch
their country."
less heritage to our people.
republics folowed. Mexico, today, is in
"The histories of countries deal
a similar position. Millions upon millions of foreign capital have been inlargely with the record of their wars," DIAZ GOVERNMENT
MADE SERIOUS MISTAKE. vested there and
said Secretary Dickinson In opening
today only a govern
his address. "Like a
ment permitting the exploitation of
thermometer, they seem to record the Arrest of Francisco L. Madero, Presi- the country could hope to continue in
dential Candidate of
favor. For this reason President Diaz
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday highest and lowest stages of excelResented
most likely against his will, U moving
constitute
elements
that
Return Thursday and Friday. lence of the
Mexico City, June 15. In the opin- heaven and earth to
vigorous national life. All that is good
keep the foreign
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop and
ion
of disinterested students of Mexi- investors satisfied by prudent: action,
tne
in
is
revealed
are
bad
all that
crucial test of a war that taxes to can affairs, the Diaz government has part of which is to prevent men less
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
their limit the resources of a people." overreached itself badly in causing the friendly to foreign capital from get
Phone No 23 Red
"It is not unjust to estimate a peo- arrest of Francisco L. Madero, presi- ting into power. In this Diaz plays
dential candidate of the
the role of the unappreciated patriot.
ple by the qualities displayed by their
and Roque Estrada, his prin- The
stand for
chieftains not merely in war
military
HACK LINE but within the sphere of influence oc- cipal campaign manager. The Mexi- ter control of the foreign investorsbetin
WOO
can administration in taking this step the country. Able to get their consticupied by them in consequence of mil- has
From
definitely gone on record as op- tutional rights they, no doubt, would
this
itary leadership.
Judged by
to the constitutional right of
posed
place their own man in power.
TAOS standard, the American people have the Mexican
BARRANCA
people to put an opposf-- j
What Madero would do as president
war
felicity. Every great
tion ticket in the field. This state of is problematical. In his dealings with
Meets Both North South exceptional
in which we were engaged revealed
affairs, while not what could be termBounds Trains.
foreign investor he might be congenerals of exceptional ability and ed a revelation, has become a very the
or radical. President Diaz
servative
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot character. Each has been followed by
concrete
for the reason and his crowd of patriots, however, do
the north bound train and arrives at the immediate elevation of a military that in proposition
applying the tactics resorted not feel justified in making the experi
Taos at 7 p. m.
hero to the highest office. It is unpar- to, the Diaz
party is not dealing with ment. This, in short, is the why-anTen miles shorter than any other alleled glory of our couitry that,
a political
organizat ion aiming to wherefor of present day Mexican poli
afforded
by the temptations
way. Good covered hack and good
institutions and con- tics and the reason that, as long as
subverse
present
by their military renown, their hold up- ditions in Mexico, but with a political Diaz
teams.
lives, no other party will elect
the
and
on the popular affections
party claiming to stand for the we- a president or guide the affairs of
Tlilaag dcaeto lalce Pis-eeaagrflatteroffered
incense
by
up
blinding
Comfortable.
lfare of the country.
state.
ers, they held the military in subjecThe
are, in evtion to civil authority, and returned to ery sense of the word, a group that TEXAS
WOMEN DECLINE
the people, their high trust unsullied stands as much for the good of the
TO HONOR ROOSEVELT
could
act
that
or
private
by any public
Mexican people as the Diaz faction
San
Antonio,
Texas, June 15.
Inalarm them for the safety of their
does. Senor Madero is not the man Though Colonel Roosevelt, be great
stitutions or bring them national who would be identified with revolu- and at
present the cynosure of all
shame.
tionary juntas, or who would encour- eyes, royal and others, in Europe, he
"The War of the Rebellion elevated age violence against the country's gov- is not
enough to have 500 Texas
to the presidency Washington, that of ernment. He is one of the largest women great
file past him in review. Be
For 19 years the only
1812 Jackson, that with Mexico Tay- landowners in Mexico
several this understood.
first class tonsorial parlor lor, that between the states Grant, and times a millionaire, and and
above all a
To the man who guides the desti
that with Spain Roosevelt.
well meaning, patriotic citizen. In ac- nies of the Texas
in Santa Fe.
Prosperity Club, it
"Where will you find in the history cepting the nomination for the presi- occurred that 500 Texas
lassies and
OUR NEW FITCH
of any people such a record of private dency he has done no more than the matrons, clothed in conventional cow
TREATMENT
shown
as
been
has
man would do who would Ihead the girl costume and mounted on the real
and public virtue
party thing in cow ponies and filing past
iguarantead to cure, (not only by our military men Tvho have held ticket of an
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & the chief magistracy? Their fortune in the United States.
Teddy's reviewing stand in New York,
On the whole the action of the Diaz would mean a tremendous advertise'
other scalp irritations. We also was exceptional, but not ther qualities,
among the soldiers of whom they government seems to indicate that it ment for the state and its resources.
carry a complete line of all the were
exponents. There must be an is no longer sure of its power, oiher- - But to the women it occurred that it
popular hair and facial tonics.
apex to every pyramid, but because it wise so radical a step as the unwar would do nothing of the kind and tfhat
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH i3 higest it does not necessarily dif- ranted arrest of Senor Madero would
the grand, old Lone Star state would
fer, in essentials from that by which have never suggested itself to it. With
BATHS BATHS BATHS
thereby merely proclaim itself as the
it is sustained. There were many a free hand and a fair count the Diaz home of the melodrama.
others in all of these wars who dis- ' clique would have been defeated and
Now the game is off, and an idea
Agents HDBBS LAUNDRY
new regime would have come to the that
hone us, we willbegladtocallfor your charged great trusts with exceptional a
really had some originality if ap
fore. To this the Diaz oligarchy is plied to a hippodrome or three-rinlaundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays abilities, who had the highest qualiand deliver on Thursdays and Fridays ties on manhood, who, though less con- opposed for reasons of its own. Presi circus, has been spurned with all the
spicuously, acted their part during dent Diaz sees danger in a change of wrath a collectivity of women is capAll work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
and after hostilities just as patriot- administration, but whatever misap- - able of expressing.
sewed on you shirts, without
ically, and bore with honor high civic prehension he has may be said to he
"Why," said one of the most promi
extra charge.
trusts to which confidence largely in- not due as much to fear that an in nent women in this city, "that man
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. spired by their military services rais competent man would rise to the must think that the world, since Mr,
presidency as to the certainty that ex Roosevelt left this country, has been
ternal influences would endanger the moving backwards. Texas women
existence of the republic. It is a fore- (ride in a triumphal procession of a
gone conclusion that any change of plain Americau or any other man for
Telephone Red 35 aad have
administration in Mexico would result
matter? Never. To have some
your orders delivered
in better regulation of the foreign ele- (that
us
dance before the hero's chariot,
ment and capital which are exploiting ,of others strew his path with
(and
The foikywiog are suggested to tfee thirsty as something
tne country under the plea that tlhey ers, must have been overlooked by the
cool and inviting
are developing it. Any effort of a 'originator of this silly plan, for only
new administration to curb the for- then would the homecoming of the fet-- '
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW
'
eign sharks would, without doubt, ed colonel resemble the return to
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
meet strenuous resentment and oppo- Rome of Caesar. There isn't a man
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
sition, and most likely would result big enough in all this world to make
in Mexico having a foreign war on her Texas women honor him in such a
SANTA
BOTTLING
hands.
fashion. It's a wonder somebody
All drinks made from filtered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
iPfresTidenti
Diaz is b0ing credited hasn't thought of a Hero Hobson kissthnrnn
with a willingness to profit by the ex ing bee. So there."
GOOD NEWS.
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

"Th
Wert Point of tru 8outhwrt
Armv Offccc-rDetailed by War Department
Arrnv Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

S MERE SKELETON

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
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men for college or for business lire. Great
amount ot opcu air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml iltary School In the Usiloo. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the (Tardea
spot of the West at au e'evatioc of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'uishlne everv day, but

.

Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatod. light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS-- E.
A. Cahoon, President; W
Vice
O, Hamilton,
President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
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For particulars an1 Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent,
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Wells Fargo
Company
Express
iienera) Express Forwarders
TO

farts of the World

All

ave Money s.nd Inconveatence by Purchasing Wells Ffcrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
StfONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Pavwble Througaout the United States. Canada. Mesico
and all Foreiga Countries.
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Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of
A.

flfl,

the Southwest

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block.
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-

e c. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

JTS

TO

WEST.

Assurance

The Colorado Rational Life

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

BY TELEGRAPH

Offers irrigated lancU in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, SHO.OO to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Laods, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCH KS,
I.AR(i K
AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on pov- eminent land. We have Irrigation filter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are:
Invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

MEXICO,

LET US HEAR

RANCHES.
LAR(iK
AND
SMALL.

FROM YOU,

d

er

FARE

$5.00

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per- hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tore
rance for Santa Fe, N. M
by comin Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

the U. S. mail and pasbetween
Vaughn, N. M., and
sengers
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isand the Atchison,
land Railroads
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad-LeavVaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
Carrying

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Look Over Your Suit

g

SOFT DRINKS

FE

WORKS.

IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig getting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, at
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be glad to serve you in any
way in which a rig is required. One
unusual feature of our business is
taking invalids out for a drive at a
regular hour each day. We mention
it as an illustration of the many services we stand ready to render.

WILLIAMS
310 San

Francisco

.

4 RISING

St.

'Phone

139

after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,
fresh and new. We press the garm- ents back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
and skirts and cloaks.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Julius Mnralter, Tailor
ReA Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
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COMPANY

Secre'.ary-Treasure-

tablet above referred to can be properly inserted in the wall, where it will
be visible to all who enter the room.
The members ot your committee de-sire to say that they received the most
oourtt'ous treatment from all the
with the Archconnected
aeological Soicety with whom they
came in contact, and found them not
to comply
only willing but anxious
wish the desire of this board in reference to the Ben Hur room as much as
This committee heartily
possible.
commends the work that has been
dune and is being done and it is a
source of great pride to us as a civic
organization to see the beauty and
permanency of said work. In conclusion, your committee recommends that
the placing of such a tablet as may be
agreed on in said room may be adopted. All of which is respectfully submitted,
"FRANK OWEN, Chairman.
"A. j. MORRISON.
-V. L. DFNL.AVY.
"E. P. DA VIES."
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
It Is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
a large and growing o'rculatM
every postoffice in the Territory, and has
of the Southwest.
anions the intelligent and progress ive people
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PAUL A. F. WALTER
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Ols OA?sJTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

New Mexico

The Oldest Banking institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370

Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
& EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

Chas. F. Easley,
Santa Fe.
EASLEY

A. B.

RENEHAN
Renehan

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

DAVIES
E. P. Daviet

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Cai.ron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

Ijj

cj

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the mast favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cet per annum, on six months' r years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders or its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- uig. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
kuiilic is respecfully solicited.

cj
E. C. ABBOTT
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PX TfoUR BILL WIT
A CHECK. THEN You
UME A CHECK
BILL j$!4Swzt

PERSONAL MENHON

mw

ABE YOU

Walter Matthews, a Xew York .sales
man. is at the Palace.
Dr. T. A. McCarthy spent yesterday:
at Albmpierfme.
Mrs. A. S. Chambers of Flora Vista:
lis visiting friends in the city.
A. It. Martin, a siuhtseer from Atlanta, C.eorgia. is in the city.
.1. .1.
Burke, a flour salesman from
.Lamar, Colo., is at Mie palace.
H. II. Hoskins, a banker from East.
Las Ye.uas is here on business.
II. D. Weeks, a millinery salesman
.from t'ne Windy City, is at the Palace,
M. L. Kalm, a traveling man from
Pueblo, Colo., js callim: on the trade.
Earnest Walker of Waco, Texas, is
here on business. He is registered a'
Gregg's hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Eldridge
ol
Myersville. Md.. are sightseers regis-- ,
'
tered at Gregg's- hotel.
Census Enumerator Charles H. Bei-- i
ry left this forenoon for his ranch!
home near Tres Piedras, Taos county.:
Mrs. X. Jaffa and daughter Eleanor
left this morning over the Santa Fe
Those who have never had a bank account know not the' convenience of ' for Denver where they expect to visit
one. Each check you write is a REC EIPT; you Know just how much you several weeks.
are spending; you've always '.'got money," and you can'.'t lose it nor be
S. C. 'McCrimnion.
at
bookkeeper
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
robbed.
the First National Bank, today moved;
into the house vacated by Mr. and Mrs.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
J. P. Lyng on Capitol street.
Mrs. A.
Mr.
Jr.,
&
CO. daughterand Genevieve L.and.Morrison,
niece Erin
will return tomorrow from
Denver
where they attended the commencement exercises on Loretto Heights.
of
Mr. and Mrs. C. I). Eldridge
COLLEGE
BUY. LOTS in
Washington, who are making a leisOP
urely tour of the Pacific coast, spent
the day sightseeing, following the advice of M. X. Mikesel! of the Farmers'
Development Company at Miami Colfax county, not to miss Santa Fe and
no
down
a
its attractions. Mr. and Mrs. Elbo
$5.00
month,
$5.00
interest;
dridge expressed themselves delighttaxes, no mortage, a deed when the lots are
ed with the old city and its historic;
paid for. You can't afford to let a GOOD in-
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UNITED STATES BANK
tie
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TRUST

O

LIFE INSURANCE
STATISTICS

WATSON & COMPANY
Sole Agents in Santa Pe.

119 San Francisco

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

ALSO

ur ij nam;
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

Raton

All kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
ranges; ' 'Also a tine assortment of detks, chairs, table
for the babies.
aud'hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car- ts

They are GRET!!
' Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

10,365
10,003
10,000
10,000
10,000

REJOLVED.
THAT A MAN SHOULD ALWAYS
have" A Good opinion op him- -

setlf, Which he caiws by what
he knows of himself others

'7

11,

SEE TH E" OUTS DET, BUT THE
I

COMFORT HE CETJ
WHAT IS NEXT TO HIM- -

MARKETkEPORT

j

j

y

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, June 15. Prime mercan-

tile paper
steady 2
Atchison
116

cific 170

Steel

ffccM

77

Call

4

money

62
3; Amalgamated
104:
New York Centra!
Union PaReading 153
4

7--

mrcmr

(ft

Southern
pfd. 115

Pacific

,

121

MMk

J

.

New York, June 15. Lead steady
$4.454.50; copper weak, standard
spot $11.93?n2.20; July $11.95(7112.18;

policyholders

(estimated)

oiurrhi

f
r,u,

t

Summery of life insurance pay-- '
ments of all kinds in 1909:
Claims paid in the United
States and Canada . ...$360,500,000
Payments for dividends
and for surrender values
and to annuitants and
foreign

V

:

$106,000,000.

Ornamental Doors.

CiTTTiFiT

O

Everything in Hardware.

Colfax
Fort Stanton
Under Ten Thousand Dollars.
Alamogordo, Amistad, Ard, Belcn,
Carrizozo, Cerro, Clovis, Endee, Farm-ingto- n
Hagerman, Lakewood. LaPlata,
Lincoln, Laguna, Melrose, Miera,
San Miguel, Silver Bow,
White
Velarde,
Vaughn,
Oaks.
Polices of More Than $10,000.
Santa Fe, name not given, $13,703;
Sapello, name not given, $13,703.

level-premiu-

FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE

Windows

jMflW'HMHIIHWMi'

Life insurance organizations of the
United States and Canada distributed
$0:52,500,01)11 in 1909, according to computations by The Insurance Press.
The payments in the two countries to
beneficiaries for death claims, matured endowments, or other benefits
under the policies of
companies or the certificates of var- ious life insurance organizations as- sessment and the like amounted to
The estimated total of
$305,500,000.
the amount paid by regular companies
in dividends to policyholders, for stir- rendered policies, to annuitants and
on claims in foreign countries' was

Dealers in Furniture

lNotice our

FOR 1909.

of $600,000 of Claims Was Paid
Fort Bayard
in New Mexico of Which. Santa
Carlsbad
Fe Received $34,528.

Phone. Red Ho. 189

'

Tmi7
vy mm

Total

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

(ipfflil

attractions.

Hue

even

in

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.
1 A 1TH1 ft 1111 TT A
A "DTI

SUB-DIVISIO- N

this go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.
C- -

Our Line is all new and comDlete

our assortment of flies is larger
V.
and more complete, thn ever.
We have lines, reds, reels, baskets, arid everything for his rr.ajefty, 1 h E
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and price3. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
,

Las Cruces

vestment

-

We've got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our store end
talk to OUR MAN WHO KiNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

i

:Ji

.

supplies,

fir

'

"

k
'r.-:-

166,000,000

silver
Grand total
$532,500,000,
'
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
business
life
insurance
The regular
Chicago, 111., June 15. Wheat July
began its return to normal conditions
last year, the reports from all of the 92
Sept. 90.
Corn July 58
states showing increase of payments
Sept. 58
for death claims and endowments. The ' Oats July 36
Sept. 35
Pork July $22.70; Sept. $22.20.
reports of the fraternal societies show-- :
for
Lard July $12.40; Sept. $12.40.
ed also increase of payments
Ribs July $13.00; Sept. $12.52
death claims and benefits.
WOOL MARKET.
Evidently the change of general con- ditions of trade and business from tin- St. Louis, June 15. Wool higher;
favorable to favorable, that is, the re-- ' western and territory mediums 17(?i
turn of prosperity, had effect in the' 22; fine mediums 1617; fine 1214.
life insurance field sufficient to per- LIVESTOCK.
mit the carrying of insurance without
15. Cattle Receipts
June
Chicago,
considerable increase of liens through
18,000.
ten lower. Beeves
Market
normal
to
to
reduce
a
loans and also
Texas steers $5.257.15:
$5.608.55;
extent the lapsation of premium pay- western steers
$5.407.60; stockers
ments. With a large amount of insur-- ;
cows and
$3. 90(fJ 6.40;
feeders
and
ance taken by new insurants and, in a heifers $2.73(a 0.90; calves $6.50(58.90.
1907
with
records
for
the
comparison
Market
Receipts 21,000.
Hogs
and 1908, a decrease of ratio of insur- to ten (higher.
$9.35
strong
Light
ance dropped, naturally the companies
9.65; mixed $9.359.50; heavy $9.25(8-9.65had to pay more claims last year.
rough $9.25?;9.35; pigs $9.10
The following is the amount of 9.53; bulk $9.50(fi 9.35.
claims paid in New Mexico:
Receipts 25.000. Market
Sheep
$103,011
Albuquerque
lower. Western $3.75 (ft 6.10:
1015
Las Vegas
31,i75
'yearlings $6.25 Co .7.25; western lambs
31,521 $6.25
Roswell
8.35.
27,818
East Las Vegas
Market
Hogs
Receipts 11,000.
27,455 ten higher.
Denting
Bulk $0.4 3 H 9.50; heavy
24,528
Santa Fe
and butchers
$9.50(fi:9.55;
packers
Watrous
21,093 $9.409.55:
$9.30(0 9.50;
light
pigs
1S.078 $8.90(R9.10;
Sapello
10.085 '
Fort Wingate
Receipts 1,000. Market
Sheep
Three Rivers
15,250 :10 to 15 lower.
Muttons
$4.506:1
Mesilla
13,750 lambs $"?8.75; fed wethers and year- 12.810 lings $4.75(87.50;
fed western ewes
Springer
12 58 $4.50
Dexter
5.50.
53
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are made t,o perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular aDd
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.

Charles W. Dudrow
C. A, RISING
AG&NT FOR

THE SECRET OF BEAUTY

lies in a good complexion and the
secret of a good complexion is good
blood. Our toilet articles embrace
everything to preserve the complexion
and our blood purifiers enable one to
have it.
WARM WEATHER

TOILET

The daintiest of
freckle lotions,
remedies are at your command.
A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed.

aids here
powders,

sun-bur- n

STRlPLlNG-BURfiOW-

& Company.

S

Where your dollar buys the most.

Biils Bros. Monumental

Co,

OF DENVER
ALL GRADKS OF MARBLE & GRANITE
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES
j

125

Palace Ave.

and
We aie

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

,

'

'

j

Hour

Rl

&

HT

tiY TUT 'lu4Tie-"1h-

"

CO

-

H

C A

fo

'

SELF

FIR-5TAND COMFORT
CoME,S
YOU WILL &E
COMFORTABLE IF
Yo'7
WEAR OUR SUMMER WEIGHT UNDERWEAR.
.SEE OUR WINDOW THI-WEEK FOR ,SoME
ATTRACTIVELY PRICED UNDER -- GAR MENTIS
MEN-CELEBRATED b. V: D. KNEE LENGTH
AND SLEEVELESS
- - -- $1.00 SUIT
LIGHT WEIGH PoRoS-KNI- T
1.00 "
GOOD GRADE LIGHT RI&&ED WORTH $1.00
NOW 60C. OTHER GRADES OF EQUAL VALUE
.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
THE REPUTATION BUILDERS.

CASH PRICES DOES IT.
vsPiSiiA-fiJHfyiss-

CLARENDON
GARDRN
R, V. BOYLK Mgr.
CLSREHDON PODLTRY

PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS. WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARE SELLING
FRESH LAI 1)

OfT!

K;S every

day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and IWhlte vN'yiindottes.
Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oh clean wbolesonifl food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis (terms nor Ptomaine poisonin' i
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

fy.Ml.
g&IitS

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

ff
XjSiil
4

and See
them in

Light Company

Operation

THE SANTA FE

PAGE SIX.

oi, Louis Rocky Ml. &
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Company.

Railway

i'l March 1st 1910
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;THE CONSERVATION
10

Forests, Store the
Floods, Reclaini;the Deserts,
Make Homes.

To the People of the United States
Greeting:
The National Irrigation Congress
will hold its eighteenth session in Pueblo, Colo., l S. A., September

Uo 1ft
9 42
9 25

I.v

S
r
Cimarron
Nash
fi
.... Hiirlan
fS
ITte i'liik N. M...I.V
8

.

55
47

37
20

MOVEMENT

iSave the

0J

9 40

10 51

.

Ar.

9

26-;!-

lit 10.

The Congress Work.
hOonnPCtswith R. I. A S. VV. Ry, train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N, M. av6:15p. m.
JOontuvtH Willi K. i. S. W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
The greatest economic, industrial
SStuse for Van Hooter) N, Vf meets trains at Preston N. M.
O. & S. Pass"utter trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow :
development agency in our nation,
NOKTK BOUND:
SOI'TH BOUND
the congress has for its four objects,
No. 8 10.44 a. m.
No. 1. 4.4Sa in.
No. 2. 11.11 p. m.
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
"save the forest, store the floods, reTrack connection witli A. T. & S. V. Ry.at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
claim the deseris and make homes on
Des Moines K P. S. VV. Ky. at Colfax, N M. and I'imarron
Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M . which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Kavado
the land."
and Rod Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot fort he following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
We point, with pride to the empire
Kaldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Nlizahethtowii. Loho, Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red
we are building in the "Great AmeriRiver City. Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Dally. fKlag. f Daily except Sunday
can Desert."
VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
M. WILLIAMS,
Our hearts are gladdened
at the
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
high type of citizeuship which is deRaton. N. f
RaUn, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
veloping, together with the more
.

rational and scientific utilization of
our resources.
r
Increased cost of living is not a
when compared with the increas
ed production fostered by the Irrigahug-bea-

ASK FOR TICKETS

tion Congress.
The great work so far accomplished is but the beginning. Irrigation,

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

drainage, forestry,
all present big questions. Great
agree as to their importance,
when there are "Equal rights
and special privileges to none."
You are needed to aid in the

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

Paso & Southwestern

81

The Best Route

minds

even
to all

Personnel.
The personnel of the National Irrigation Congress will be as follows:
The permanent officers of the Congress.
The President of the United States.
The
of the United

System

East or West

Vice-Preside-

The members of the Cabinet.
Members of the United States Senate and House of Representatives.
Governors of states, territories and
insular possessions of the United

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

States.

Members of federal, state, territorial
and insular irrigation, water and conservation commissions.
State commissioners of agriculture
and horticulture.
The mayor of each city or town
having a population of over one thousand.
Officers, chairmen of committees,
and permanent delegates of the congress.
Delegates.
Fifteen delegates appointed by the
governor of each state or territory.
Ten delegates
appointed
by the
mayor of each city of the United
thouStates of more than twenty-fiv- e
sand population.
Five delegates appointed by the
mayor of each city in the United
thouStates of less than twenty-fiv- e
sand population and over one thousand.
Five delegates appointed by the
chairman of each board of county commissioners or county supervisors in
the United States.
Two delegates
appointed by the
mayor from each incorporated town
having a population of less than one
thousand.
Two delegates duly accredited by
each regularly organized society devoted to irrigation, agriculture, horticulture and engineering.
Two delegates regularly accredited
from each college and university.
Two delegates duly accredited uy
each chamber of commerce, board of
trade or commercial club.
Visitors.
The presence of visitors is specially
appreciated and their attendance is
encouraged.
Early Appointments Desired.
Appointment of delegates should be
made as early as possible to facilitate
the organization of delegations, and
notices of appointment with full name,
occupation and postofflce address of
each delegate should be forwarded to
the secretary of the National lrriga- tion Congress at Pueblo.
Foreign Representatives.
All foreign governments have been
invited to send representatives lo the

El Paso Texas.

1,1

'

RIO

GRADE'S
FISHING RATES

1

FROM SANTA FE TO
aud ietuin

Embudo

$2.65

TresPiedras

"

4.55

Antonito
Chama

"

6.30

"

9.50

WagonWheel Gap

,

?n

10.70

Best Trout

1

FISHING
In the World

Tickets at Union Depot.
F. H. McBRIDE,

AGENT.

LIVERY

'

Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

i

congress.
The hearty responses from foreign
'
governments at previous congresses
have made the foreign representation
an important feature of the organization. The increasing interest promises large representation this year.

Call up 'Phone 9

j

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Addresses.

j

The program will include addresses
'
and papers by:
Experts in irrigation and forestry,
including public officials and eminent

RATES RIGHT.
Don

HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.
H. D Weeks,
Chicago; A. R. Martin, Atlanta, Ga.; Edward
A. Mann,
Albuquerque;
Donald
Beauregard,
Salt Lake City; M. u Kahn
Pueblo;
JBurke, Lamar, Colo.; W. E.
V6la' Col0- H- - D. Hoskins,
Last Las Vegas; Walter
Matthews,
New York City.
Claire.
A. Singer, Albuauevnim.
Reding, Laniy; N. Stewart City.
Gregg.
L. Helfrich,
Albuquerque;
Ernest
Walker, Waco, Texas; C. D.' Eldridge,
and Mrs. Eldridge, Myersville, Md.;'
F. E. Shelley,
Albuquerque; Joihri
Blain, El Paso.
Coronado.
L. Anderson, Clayton; Mrs. A. s.
Chambers. Flora Vista; C. H. Berry,
Tres Piedras; George W. Hill, Duran;
H. R. Pelody, Stanley; Jack Jones,
Buck Moore, Dwyer; J. D.
Limeohn. Sawyer.

Gaspar Avenue

'

i

It Is on admitted fact that real esThe New Mexrca.. Frlnllng
has on hand a large supply ot
tate, financial men and merchants all
and
tablets suitable for icbool
pads
Bay that quickest and bst results are
obtained by advertising in the New fori., the desk, and also (or lawyers
id merchants; good everywhere.
We
Mexican.
will sell them at 6 cenrs in took form
Rebound When excellent wont can
If you are In need of anything, trj
be done right at home. Consult the
a New Mexican Want Ad.
New Mexican Bindery.
Com-an- y

citizens.

"I can Truthfully Say S.S.S.ls A Certain Cure
for Old Sores, Because It Cured Me Of a Bad
Ulcer, On Which Other Treatments had no Effect."

lini-uent-

-

t,

This extract from the testimonial we publish below, will receive
the endorsement of thousands of other persons who have used S. S. S
for sores and ulcers.
. Every old sore comes from some kind of impurity in the blood.
S. S. S. cures on the simple principle of removing the cause of the sore
or ulcer and allowing nature to heal the place. When we think for a
moment we realize that every portion of the body and system is dependent on the blood; that it is the circulation which nourishes all flesh
Thus we can readily
tissues, and preserves their natural health.
understand why impurities or poisons in this vital fluid will infect and
iisease the flesh at some particular spot, and by continually dischargiIi
ng impurities into it, keep the place open, raw or inflamed.
while
heal
of
to
law
reason to expect the sore
be against every
he blood constantly deposits into it the infectious matter with which
is contaminated.
There is a simple way to cure old sores, and it is the only way
External applications of
emove the cause from the circulation.
can
never produce a cure, because
plasters, lotions, salves, etc.,
nch treatment does not reach the blood, where the cause is located.
f. S. S. heals old sores be- I can truthfully say S. S. S. is a certain cure
.;rse it is the greatest of all blood
for Old Sores, because it cured me of a bad
circula-'.o- n
'the
into
it
titrifiers; goes
ulcer, on which other treatments had no eEect.
and removes the cause from Five years ago a running sore came on my
he blood. When the blood has limb. I tried everything I could hear of, but
Even the doctors could
the sore grew worse.
n;en purified there is no longer not heal it. A friend finally told me to try
S., so I did and in the meantime wrote
impurity or S.youS. for
ny inflammatory
advice.
I followed your instructions
.lfectious matter to irritate the and took S. S. S. regularly. My leg began to
improve, gradually the place healed over and
lace. and nature causes the nat-:rbegan to look healthy, and finally the sore
of
the
and certain healing
I believe S. S. S. to be
was cured entirely.
one can use.
I gladly
.leer. When S. S. S. has cleansed the best blood purifier
recommend it as a cure for sores and ulcers.
lie blood and the place is once
A. S. LACY.
Rockford, Wash.
a
surface
is
not
it
well,
lore
ure, every vestige of the old
.ause has been driven out and the place is solidly and firmly healed
from the bottom to the surface. S. S. S. is made entirely of healing,
It
jleansing roots, herbs and barks, and contains no trace of mineral.
s a medicine adapted to persons of any age, and is just as effective
ith the old as with the young or middle aged.
Under the purifying and tonic effects of S. S. S. the system is
uilt up, and those whose health has been weakened by the drain of an
jld sore will be doubly benefited by its use. If you wish to know anywill answer you fully,
thing specially about your case write us. We
and will also send our book on Sores and Ulcers no charge for either
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO- - ATLANTA,
book or advice.

If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.

s,

MASONIC.
Montezuma

Lodge No

1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

a

ular
communications
first Mondiy of eatf
month at Masonic han
m.
at 7.30

H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
Regular con-

K. A. M.

ARTHUR

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTW RIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth. Monday
in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J.

E. C.

A. MASSIE.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
desired results from the considera- ington, have advised him that "work
tion and discussion of the question in ing for Uncle Sam is sufficient remun HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
which the delegates are interested, it eration." Mr. Storch has received letis necessary that the delegates come ters from a dozen settlements in the
B. P. O. E.
prepared to discuss briefly and to the eastern counties, the writers saying
Santa
Fe
No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Lodge
work
come
before
which
no
that they want
pay for the
point the questions
the congress. Discussion is an lm- - they did in gathering the information holds its regular session on the second and iourth Wednesday of eacfl
portant factor of the program, and for the government's big blue book. month.
Visiting brothers are invited
will he encouraged.
The bulk of this work was done on
A. J. FISCHER,
welcome.
and
"consolidated
Storch
Mr.
time,"
said,
Governor's Session.
Exalted Ruler.
no way of checking up J. D. SENA,
is
there
and
The governors of each state and
Secretary.
varmen
unless
the
due the
the
territory in the Union, together with ious paycommunities are visited. He
his staff, have been invited to be presKnights of Pythias.
apent on Governors' Day, for which a added that the majority of the men are
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
in
districts
the
pointed
farming
session of the congress will be set
well to do and do not need the money. Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
apart.
"They made the rounds as carefully as Tuesdays
O. O. F. hall. San Francisco St. VisitPractical Irrigation.
if the salary were $10 a day," he said,
Colorado presents all phases ofj 'and, as a result, I do not believe a ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
practical irrigation practice. From! single family was overlooked in the JOHN K. STAUFFER.
K. R. S.
the early ditch and simple headgate entire district. We did not encounter
to the Gunnison Tunnel and underflow a single 'volunteer' in the cities and
development is a long stride. All may larger towns in eastern Washington." CHEAP
ROUND TRIP
be readily investigated in connection
with the congress meeting.
ORPHANS HAD FINE
RATES
Mountains and lakes, canons and
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM.
brooks, hunting and fishing, camping
TO ALL POINTS VIA
and boating, desert and vineyard, all
combine in making Colorado the trav Songs, Recitations and Essays Marked
HIT
Their Closing Exercises Held
elers' paradise. Plan your outing so
This
Week.
!X1C0
you can attend the congress and make
your pleasure increase your profit.
The following is the fine program
National Irrigation Exposition.
Effective June 2nd, 1910
In connection
with the congress of the closing exercises at the orheld
week:
this
phan
asylum,
an
there will be
exposition featuring
and Prayer by the children Our Father ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
machinery
irrigation methods,
14th degree.

c entr al

lew IE

Who Art in Heaven.
Song "A Thing of Beauty is a Joy
Railway Rates.
Forever."
Delegates should notice particularly Address to Santa Claus "Don't Forto
will
this
the opportunity
give
trip
get Your Orphan Children at Christvisitors numerous places of national
mas"
secan
be
information
interest Full
Recitation "A Doll Asking ifor Damcured from the railroads, or from the
ages for Broken Limbs."
secretary of the National Irrigation Song "The A. B. C. by the Babies"
Congress at Pueblo.
(Beethoven.)
Information.
"How Will Our Good Sisters
Essay
During the time of the congress an
Ever Find Money for the New Saniconvenwill
be
information bureau
tarium."
iently located for the benefit and ac- Chorus 'fOur Behefactiirs"r-JGiouno- d
commodation of delegates and visitors, and every endeavor will be made
to give them the best attention and
accommodation.
Information Telative to the Eighteenth National Irrigation Congress,
program, rates, hotels and other data
will be furnished upon request from
the office of the Secretary of the National Irrigation Congress, 339 Central
Block, Pueblo, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo., June 13, 1910.
products.

Foreign delegates.
Governors of states and territories. CENSUS ENUMERATORS
REFUSE TO TAKE PAY.
Senators and representatives in the
federal congress.
in
Men
Public Spirited, Energetic
Statesmen and scientists.
Northwest Did Excellent Work
Industrial and financial leaders.
for Uncle Sam Free of
Promoters of Carey act reclamation
projects.
Wash., June 15. Most of
Officials of private irrigation enter
the enumerators taking the 1910, cenprises.
Discussion.
sus in the farming communities under
It is planned to make this a prac the direction of A. M. Storch, supertical, live congress, and to secure the visor of the Third district in Wash- Charge-Spokan-

.

rilu;u

al

work.

States.

i

5

Colorado

V'p.l

11 (HI
10 40

.Kochler.
Colfax
. . (V rrososo
..Cimarron

'l.v-

2

e

children.

-

.
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To check early colds or Grippe with "Prpvpntics"
i
sure defeat for Pneumonia. To atop a cold
with Preventics is safer ttum to let it run and be
ts
obliited to cure it afterwards. To lie sure.
will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
tak'-sneeze
or
stage they break,
early at the
oil these early colds. That's surely better.
Thai's why they are called Preventics.
I'reventicsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Quinine, no physic, nothing siekenins. Nice for tli
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feei
all over, think ot
chilly, if you sneeze, it syou ache
Preventics. Promptne.-may also save half your
csual sickness. And don't forget your child, il
there is feverishness, nizhtorday. Herein probably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Hold iti
60 boxes for the pocket, also in
boxes of 4?
Preventics. Insist on your druggists giving you

Considered Scores of Applications for Teacher's
Licenses
A

COMMITTEE

OF

PAGE SEVEN.

ment of Alexander Bogg concerning

n

I

A BUSY

'

THREE

'c

Pass on Qualifications of County
School Superin-

Preventics

tendent.

The minutes of the Territorial Board
STRIPLING BUFRPWS CO.
of Education, which met here last
week, have just been prepared for pub'
lication and show that the board had School, Silver City, X. M.
Summer school, Xew Mexico Nor-ma- l
a busy time considering applications
for teachers' licenses and attending to
University , East Las Vegas.
other matters which have the cause of The secretary presented the circueducation in the Territory at heart. lars from the department concerning
The following are the official min- higher standard for third grade examinations issued under date of May
utes:
The Territorial Board of Education 19th 1o each county superintendent
met in the Hall of Representatives, and the replies from county superinSanta Fe, X. M., at 2 o'clock, Friday tendents concerning same.
afternoon, June 10th, 1910, with the On motion the content of the circular letters fixing a higher standard for
following members present :
Governor Mills, Brother James, W. third grade licenses was approved.
The report of the librarian of the
E. Garrison, C. M. Light, E. McQueen
Gray, W. G. Haydon, T. W. Conway, Territorial Board of Education conand J. E. Clark. Bias Sanchez ab- cerning lists of books recommended
for school libraries and suited to the
sent.
The minutes of the meeting held various grades of the public schools
March 24th and 25th, 19x0, were read was presented and on motion action
was postponed until the following day,
and approved without change.
on
members
is
of the Territorial Board takevidence
if
moved
was
that
It
file in the department that J. S. Ed- ing with t.hem copies of the lists rewards, Anthony, X. M. was dismissed ported and requested to make careful
because of drunkenness, this Board examination in the interim.
Saturday Forenoon Session.
regard such evidence as competent
The Board met in the Hall of Reptestimony and direct the Superintendent of Public Instruction to revoke resentatives at j a. m. with all memMr. Edward's teacher's license. Car- bers present, Bias Sanchez having arrived the evening before.
ried.
Consideration was given to the apOn motion the certificate of H. B.
Copeland, Lordsburg, X. M was re- plications for various forms of teachers' licenses and action was taken as
voked.
Xo action wtts taken by the Board indicated in the following:
Bernice Adams, Albuquerque, X. M.,
in the cases of J. W. Denney and J.
Clark Williams but the secretary was county first grade three years granted.
Aubrey Willa Boone, Silver City,
directed to address a letter- to each
county superintendent calling atten- X. M., life certificate granted.
Eula Brown, Lake Arthur, X. M.,
tion to the fact that charges are on
EdMexico county first grade for one
Xew
S.
W.
J.
J.
file against
Denney,
wards and H. B. Copeland and ask year granted extendible and renew,
that county superintendents withhold able.
Mrs. Alberta Clack, Texico, X. M.,
approval of contracts with these persons in the event of application for no action.
Miss Xannie Creel, Albuquerque, X.
work in the public schools until asprofessional granted.
sured by this department that all M., three-yea- r
L. B. Crockett, Tucumcari, X. M.,
charges are cleared.
In regard to the exchange relations The secretary was authorized to grant
established between the state of Okla- county first grade certificate for one
homa and tttie Territory of Xew Mexi- year in lieu of Oklahoma first grade
co, the secretary reported that the de- license upon satisfactory examination
partment had asked two teachers hold- or credit in Psychology.
Violetta de Tullio, Albuquerque, X.
ing first grade licenses in Xew Mexico
to apply for endorsement in Oklahoma M., three-yea- r
professional granted.
Supt. J. F. Doderer, Deming, X. M.,
and as a result the applicants were
required to take examination or fur- life license granted.
Elizabeth S. Doane Santa Fe, X. M.,
nish credits in Agriculture, Domestic
Oklafirst grade certificate for three
Drawing,
county
Science, Elementary
homa History and Music in addition years granted.
Grace C. Dowe, Charlotte, Michito the credits found on the New Mexico license.
gan, county first one year granted;
On motion former reciprocal rela- extendible and (renewable.
tions with Oklahoma in the matter of
Joseph A. Dickey, Roswell, X. M.,
certification of teachers were set aside no action.
Xell R. Earhart, Farmington, X. M.,
and (hereafter applicants holding Oklahoma licenses are required to take county first grade license issued in
examination or present credit in psy- 1909, extended to August 1st, 1911.
Mary Rose Fitzgerald, Belen, X. M
chology since the only professional
branch shown on the Oklahoma cer- county first three years granted.
Anna Isabel Fox, Albuquerque, N.
tificate i3 that of Theory and Practice.
Some discussion was given to the M., three-yea- r
professional granted.
Cora Ford, Las Cruces, N. M.,
advisability of accepting credits from
educational institutions located out- icounty first one year granted; exside of Xew Mexico in building for tendible and renewable.
Amelia Gutterman, Santa Fe, X.
licenses lower than Xew Mexico councertificate.
M.,
county first one year granted.
first
grade
ty
On motion it was decided to hold to
Mary C. Golhman, Tucumcari, N.
the former plan of honoring credits M., first grade issued on Iowa State
from educational institutions located Primary for one year extended to total
without Xew Mexico in 'building for three years on credits submitted from
county first grade license and for pro- Iowa State Normal, renewable.
P. A. Grove, Melrose, X. M., first
fessional licenses, but not for county
certificates.
third
and
grade
second
grade issued on credits from Missouri
The secretary reported the list of Valley College extended to total of
inforty institute workers to whom and three years.
Hixie Hall Harrison, Tucumcari; N.
stitute licenses had been granted
on motion the action of the secretary M first grade issued for one year on
in granting such licenses was ap- credits from San Houston Xormal extended to three years; renewable.
proved.
Effle Hart, Carlsbad, N. M., no ac-- j
After some discussion as to the plan
to be followed in issuing certificate of tion pending receipt of transcript.
ofNeb., New
Mary S. Hurst, Peru
qualifications to candidates for the
fice of" county superintendent or to Mexico life certificate granted.
Edna James, Hagerman, X. M.,
county superintendents elect, as provided in Section 18, Chapter 97, Laws county first for three years granted in
of 1907, and in Chapter 362, TJ. S. Stat- lieu of county first for one year bearutes, 49th Congress, the Superintend- ing date February 2d, 1910.
ent of Public Instruction was directed Jesse Iawrence, Las Cruces, X. M.,
to request from the Territorial Attor- county first with date expiration Sepney General an opinion as to the Ter- tember 12th, 1911 granted; non reritorial Board's right and duty in this newable.
Mrs. Josie Lockard, Raton, N. M.,
regard; said opinion to be presented
at the meeting of the Territorial honorary life granted.
Florence Longacre, Mesilla Park, N.
Board on the following day.
The secretary reported the institute M., county first with date of expiraschedule showing that complete ar- tion May 2d, 1911, granted; nonrenewrangements have been made with able.
nearly all county superintendents for Jose de Jesus Lopez Bernalillo, N.
the 1910 summer schools. Two weeks M., secretary was authorized to grant
institute to be held in the following honorary life on receipt of satisfaccounties:
tory evidence of ninety months sucChavez, Colfax, Eddy, Grant, Dona cessful experience.
Eunice L. McClellan, Albuquerque,
Ana, Luna, McKinley, Otero, Roosevelt, San Juan, Sierra, Torrance, N. M., tihree year professional granted.
N. M.,
M. S. McClung, Roswell,
"Union.
Four weeks' institutes to be given county first one year granted.
in the following counties:
Mary Meagher, Dawson, N. M., counQuay,
Guadalupe,
ty first grade for one year extended to
Bernalillo, Curry,
Rio Arriba, (one at El Rito, one at- three years; renewable.
MiMrs. Cora Miller McClenahan.J NoTierra Amarilla), Sandoval, San
Valen- lan, N. M., county first one year grantTaos,
Socorro,
Fe,
Santa
guel,
ed.
cia.
Ruth Oliver, Agricultural College,
Eight weeks' institute to he given
county first three years granted.
in Mora county.
Rain, Obar, N. M., county
The following summer normals to John
be recognized in lieu of regular coun- first grade issued on Missouri first
grade extended to three years.
ty institutes:
Mountainair Chautauqua, Mountain-ai- r Carrie Reese, Orange, N. M., New
Mexico life granted.
N. M.
W. H. Reynolds, Denver, Colo., state
Summer school, N. M. Normal
i

Many Women
who arc

by Mr. Reynolds

accepted to complete transcript and
granted county first grade bearinjg
date of present license.
D. M. Richards. Albuquerque,

honorary life granted,.
D. V. Roark, Prarie View,
life certificate granted.

X.

i

j

M-- ,

M.,

i

Zella M. Roberts. Kstancia, no at-tion.
May Robinson. Fast Las Vegas, X.
M., live year professional
granted;!
life certificate 10 be -- ranted after five!
years' experience.
Boyd Rose, Al'lesia. X. M.. county
first one year extended
to three:

uriv
M4
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j
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j

j:
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FOR

dread having to prepare an elab
orate dinner because they are
not sufficiently strong to stand
over an intensely hot coal
range. This is especially true
in summer. Every woman
takes pride in the table she sets,
but often it is done at tremendous cost to her own vitality
through the weakening effect of
cooking on a coal range in a
hot kitchen.

Is

it-

WANTS

-

j

j

years.

Of

.

KKXT-Havne--

Til!

i!hed

room. Mr

FOR RKNT Furi:!: jed room. Ube
bath. Lady only. ' Johnson St.

FOR SALE
and rubber tire
A Bishop.

C. titl- niii-abou-

horse

dri-.in-

biiL'i'y. Carl

i

j
FOR RKXT Furnished
with
X. M.,
Louis R. Ross, Carlsbad
liatli and electric light. Appiv at. the
.New Mexican.
county first one year granted.
Helen S. Sehaeffer. East Las Vegas,
Cautionary Note Be sure 11
is
It
no
fl you get this stove see H
longer necessary to wear
X. M., five year professional granted;
:
FOR RKXT Five room house on
that the
yourself out preparing a fine dinner.
read a New Periection."
life to be granted after five years' exEven in the heat of summer you can
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
cook a large dinner without being
perience.
at 21 San Francisco street.
worn out
X.
Alice Sehreiber,
Albuquerque.
M., three year professional granted,
FOR RKXT- - One
M.J
X.
Irina Stroud,
Lakewond,
house
el n eu'tatre and one
county first one year granted; extend-- ;
furnishi d or tin urn lied. I). S. LO- ible and renewable.
witzki.
Anesia. X. M.,
Mary E. Strunk,
to
ok-sto-ve
county first one year extended
FOR SALE Lands irriuaU-by the
three years; renewable.
Santa Fe Irrigation ar.d Improvement
Gives
X.
no
outside heat, no smell, no smoke. It will cook the biggest dinner
Hazel Thompson, Albuquerque,
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
without heating the kitchen or the cook. It is immediately lighted and immediM. Secretary was authorized to grant!
Michael Real Kstaie.
a
fire
from
can
be
It
a
to
slow
a
extinguished.
ately
turning
quick
by
changed
of
three year professional on receipt
There's
no drudgery connected with it, no coal to carry, no wood to chop.
handle.
satisfactory credit in Physiology.
CIGAR SALESMAN V." AX TED ExYou don't have to wait fifteen or twenty minutes till its fire gets going. Apply a
William L. Wall, Xara Visa, X. M.,
light and it's ready. By simply turning the wick up or down you get a slow or an
perience
unnecessary. Seji our brands
intense heat on the bottom of the pot, pan, kettle or oven, and now here else. It
county first one year granted.
to the rettai! trade. P.ig pay. Write
Rachel Ward, East Las Vegas, X.
has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot, drop shelves for
for full particulars at once. Globe
coffee, teapot or saucepan, and even a rack for towels. It saves time, worry,
M., five year professional granted. Life:
Cigar Co., Cleveland. O.
health and temper. It does all a woman needs and more than she expects. Made
certificate to be grunted after five
with 1, 2, and 3 burners ; the 2 and
sizes can be had with or without
years' experience.
Cabinet.
WAXTED Men at txis Angelas. Xo
Waddiek,
Deming. X. M.,J
Mary
Every dealer everywhere ; if not at yonrs, Trite for Dcireriplive Cirralartothe nean-sof tin
to learn trade of electricity,
expense
,
county first one year extended to Aug-automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
Oil
usi 1st, 1911; renewable provided Iowa
actual work on contract jobs. Only
(Incorporated)
license is renewable.
few months required; 200 students last
Gertrude Webb, Deming, X. M.,
year.
Catalogue free. United Trade
to
one
extended
first
county
year
Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.
three years; renewable.
X. M.,
T. A. Windsor, Baraucas.
ment to issue certificates according the Spanish-AmericaXormal school
county first for one year granted; ex- ly.
TYPEWRITERS
af El Rito, under Mrs. George Dixon,
tendible and renewable.
:nlju-tiOn motion the following resolution are here in attendance at the instiand repiiired.
Vv
X.
M.,
Mrs. Ruby Wood, Tucumcari,
platen". furiii)iiil . Kihlions and Mii'ii-- t
was adopted.
tute.
They are all applicants for Typewriters sulci,
j
county first one year granted.
cvcrmi.pcd unci mit-- d
Whereas, Section IS, Chapter !I7. teachers' certificates.
StiiiHlaid nmUi". handled. All repair werk
Frances Abbott, Taos, X. M., coun- Laws
of V.I07, specifies that no person
It
is
conceded
iruniiieti-i-dby all who closely and typewriter
SnnWi Ke
ty first one year granted.
shall be eligible to the office of coun- watched the former
that Typewriter Kxchaiit-'i-- '
institutes,
Xova Blackwell, Perry, Ark., secreof schools who does I ho present inst itute is the
ty
very best
tary was authorized to grant county not superintendent
a certificate of qualifica- ever held in Santa Fe
county, and a pecially the jirowinti of apples, pears,
first one year on receipt of satisfac tions possess
is
mentioned, among which
great deal is due to the energies of prunes and other fruits. The soil
tory credit in Psychology.
and learnme the
experience
county superintendent, who is al- rich volcanic ash, which only require s
Audie Crist, Agricultural College,'.'practical branches
of education taught
in those
X. M., county first one year to he
ways ready to aid the teachers in water to make it among the most valin the public schools as required by
uable for orcharding in the state of
granted upon receipt of satisfactory law;" that said qualifications shall be every way possible.
The
short
Washington.
class
credit in Psychology.
grammar
presented
the Territorial Hoard stories from
Vera Lain, Weed, X. M., county first passed upon by
personal
experience
said
certificate
of
that
the
Education;
one year granted; extendible and re
which were quite interesting and enof said qualifications shall he filed
Some were also ably written,
newable.
joyable.
with the respective county clerks beRebecca McKenzie. East Las Vegirs
both ability and training in
showing
fore county superintendents may legX. M., five year certificate granted.
of paragraphing, capitalization,
point
HOW THEY STAND.
draw public money for their servSister Mary Joseph, Mesilla, X. M. ally
punctuation as well as manner of preices;
up-j
sentation of subject matter.
county first one year to he granted
Whereas, Section 1.129, Compiled
National League.
on receipt of additional credit in
Mrs. C. O. Harrison and her daughLaws of 1X97, Chapter ::02. lT. S.
Won. Lost Per Ct.
Psychology.
the ter, Genevieve, visited the institute Chicago
49th
:;o
.1:1,7
i:,
Rose Murphey, Alamogordo, X. M., Statutes, to be Congress, specifies
afternoon.
in the public yesterday
Xew York
2S
19
taught
subjects
..",;.6
of
with
date
first
Mexico
Xew
county
Prof. Cox, superintendent of the Cincinnati
schools;
24
..7.45
20
adat
expiration October 28th, 1911 granted;
Blind
Institute
Alamogordo,
Whereas, Prospective candidates for
21
22
.512
Pittsburg
nonextendible.
after-scnoothe office of county superintendent 0f dressed the institute yesterday
St. Louis
22
25
. H!S
Inis Barnes, Silver City, X. M., secHe
for
the
said
that
Institute
in the coming election
21
aren('"20
.4 17
Brooklyn
certifilife
to
authorized
grant
retary
to the nature the Blind was a school, and not a Philadelphia
statement
as
18
requesting
.119
JJ5.
five
of
cate upon receipt of evidence
of requirements and the plan of deter-- home. Tuition, board and lodging,
Boston
17
31
.354
years' experience.
given free. Pupils, however, were
to hold such
their
eligibility
American
X.
League.
M.,
Silver
Ethel Bassinger,
City,
to
own
clothes
their
furnish
expected
Won Lost Per Ct.
to flee;
county first one year extended
be it resolved, That the' and transportation. The school is in Philadelphia
Therefore
30
14
.S2
nonrenewable.
June 26th, 1911;
of the Territorial Board of .session ten months from September 1 Xew York
2S
14
.(167
Genevieve Harrison, Santa Fe, X. president
Education appoint a committee of to June 30. Al persons of school age Detroit
:y
.533
to
;s
license
three
M.,
year professional
three of its members to act as Com- - are admitted,
Boston
23
21
.523
he granted upon receipt of credit in
mittee on Qualifications of County Su-- !
Cleveland
17
21
.447
U. S. History.
of Schools; said commit-- j IRRIGATION PROJECT THAT
20
27
.426
Washington
Mary McGinnis, East Las Vegas, X. perintendent
WILL COST $26,000,000. Chicago
tee to be given full power to act for
1G
25
.390
M., county first three years granted.
Board and to issue certificates of
Si. Louis
9
35
.205
On motion the name of Dr. Frank the
or It Will Reclaim Three Hundred Thouto those candidates
Western League.
H. H. Roberts, was substituted for the qualification
sand Acres in the Valley of
elect whose
superintendents
15
Won Lost Per Ct.
nn the com county
miitiii
'"
,.
.
kj. fJnwpn
wi rir
iiuuig nf
e lequue
m "canons meet
Yakima, Washington.
q
Wichita
2S
20
.583
mittee on Syllabus for professional
of the law specified in Section
Denver
2S
21
.571
certificates
362,
Laws
North Yakima, Wash., June 15. Lee Sioux City
25
22
.5:;2
the Attorney General CompiledSlates of 1897. Chapter
Statutes, 49th Con- A. Johnson, president of the valleys of Omaha
24
24
.500
lMt regarding
!the Yakima Water Users' Association Lincoln
gross.
23
24
.!S9
right and duty of the Territorial Board
On motion the Superintendent of;savs jn a letter to the irrigation corn- - St.
20
24
. 155
Joseph
of Education in the matter of issuing
Public Instruction was authorized to'mittep of tne Spokane Chamber
of ' Des Moines
4 40
22
28
certificates of qualification to candiaccept satisfac tory standings from the commerce, that a report by Christian jTopeka
18
25
.119
dates for the office of county super- Territorial
Schools Anderson, engineer, showing the high
Xormal Summer
intendent in the election of November, not t0 exceed four branches
pursued
line canal and Benton project, south- WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
1910:
or to countv superintendents
at one time required for any form of jwest 0f Spokane, will cover more than
filed
was
and
read
elect,
such ;j00 0(10 aeres of and at an estimated
certificate provided
National League.
On motion the secretary was direct- county
are secured as a result of cost of $26,000,000, or $86 an acre, has
standings
for
at Xew York.
and
to
Pittsburg
formulate
plans
ed
report
a
course ot at least eigiu Deen accepted by that organization.! Cincinnati at
Philadelphia.
issuing certificates of qualifications to pursuing
in each subject.
Mr. Anderson has been instructed to
Chicago at Brooklyn.
candidates or county superintendents weeks
Board
On motion the
adjourned.
continue along the lines recommendSt. Louis at Boston.
elect, which report was to be made at
ed by him until the engineering work-ithe afternoon session.
Mr. Johnson's letter
completed.
American
On motion the library list presented
INSTITUTE NOTES
follows in part:
Washington at St Louis.
by Mrs. R. F. Asplund, a copy of which
(Communicated.)
"Duo fiiindreil thousand acres of
is filed with the notes and reports of
Philadelphia at Chicago.
has receiv - ;ui( under
Conway
Superintendent
B(,n)on pl.ojpct wiu ,)e
the
Xew York at Cleveland.
this meeting, was approved and
.
,
ed a letter trom Mr. wm. j. uaniu,
water from the
,,mninpac
such
Boston
at Detroit.
to
take
authorized
secretary
savimr
that: roiumma river . electric power geu- tinw nt Vow' Orleans T,a.
"
T!
by
lion as he may deem necessary to
e to attend dur
in the main cana,
&
and teachers of the . he will be in Santa
..rnvifl
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
last two weeks of the msu- - s,Iuated near Xol,h Yakima, where
the
a
ennv
said
of
with
listing
iv.,i, ,hn.i.
tute. He is an experienced teacher ,ahmt 6&MQ toorse 1)pweP wiu be de.
National League.
The secretary reported the action
and attended the institute nete msi v(.,,on(.d.
which
Mr. Anderson reports that
Board
Circle
the
9; Xew York 4.
Chicago
of
Reading
jhe considers the project entirely feas- - Philadelphia 9; Pittsburg 4.
held its meeting on Friday night. .Tune yearCharles F. Miller and Felipe Quint - ible in every respect.
Cincinnati 6; Boston 0.
10th, 1910, in adopting the following
1910
"The estimate of $8b an acre is
anan, who had charge of the Cernllos
books for use during the year
Brooklyn 2: St. Louis 0.
school during the past term, as first based upon tne best and most perma-anAmerican League.
and 1911:
second teachers, and who were ni nt construction throughout. It is
Cleveland 6; Boston 6.
Teaching a district school, Diusmembers of the institute last year, are purposed to line tne main canals wnn
more.
Philadelphia 7; St. Louis 2.
appli-jnoand
Western League.
For third grade teachers
attending the eight weeks' sum-- j concrete for the reason it will prevent seepage thus increasing the acre- Des Moines 4: Sioux City 3.
mer normal at Las Vegas.
cants for second grade certificates
avail-more
can be served with the
Denver 11: St. Joseph 2.
Standards in Education ChamberWord has been received that eight age that
lain.
Topeka 4: Wichita 0.
bachelor girls from the Stanley able water supply by more than
acres- Lincoln 5: Omaha 1.
For first and second. grade teachers.
will arrive Saturday to enroll im
e
"Another important reason for
Pacific Coast League.
Primer of Sanitation Ritchie.
for the last two weeks of the insti- Oakland 3; Sacramento 0.
Optional.
This will bring the number to nS is that it will practically obviateof breaks. The construcOn motion the Board adjourned to eleven bachelor girls from that vi-- j
Ixis Angeles 1; San Francisco 0.
tion of the main canals is partly 111
meet at 2 p. m. Saturday.
American Association.
HTlH
earth
nprtlirJ in vnnb ' itiH .' linQima
St. Paul 2: Louisville 4.
Saturday Afternoon Session.
.
vpiue a nuiuow 01 ou 5 ndesfroni! of the long distances there is danger
Kansas City 2: Indianapolis 3.
The Board met in the Hall of RepreParochial and the city high school Qf ,eaks jf the ditches wpre not inpd
the
members
m.
all
2
with
Milwaukee 5; Topeka S.
at
sentatives
p.
are attending the institute this year.jthu9 cauging
A our
8: Columbus 3.
Minneapolis
present.
this
members are in favor Qf thp mos(. ppr.
Southern League.
The secretary reported in full con- They do not intend teaching
for
the
j manent
ing term, but merely attending
kind of work even XXwxxe lhe
Xew Orleans 1: Birmingham 0.
cerning the examinations for eighth excellent
it affords them j cogt jg
opportunity
showing
higher."
certificates
2; Mobile 1.
Montgomery
grade promotion
to review and keep in practice.
Tne ands under the m.o,)0sed r0.
Atlanta 2: Nashville 1.
that 16 counties participated in the
Some of the pupils who attended ject are adapted to horticulture, es-- J
examinations in which there were 230
Chattanooga 0; Memphis 5.
committees
The
grading
applicants.
suappointed by tihe various county
129
on
perintendents report favorably
j
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applicants.
After much discussion the secretary was authorized to take full
charge of the eighth grade promotion
examinations , for the year 1911; to
charge a fee of fifty cents of each
examinee; to have all papers graded by persons appointed by the depart-

Cleanses the system

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic

Constipation.
Vfoftsant to

Laxative Frnif Syrup
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO

thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches,
It I Fuxr&ntaed
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Orange Spoon.

li-h-is

'

STRAWBERRIES

'

Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, lite
flavor 15c. Everything the niaike t affords in ve
getaoies.

Ptelki

if:

1-

6--

Pla

.

I

20 to 60c a dz
20 to 60c a dz ORANGES
SVe 1 d wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to Cuifomia Fruit
Grcwe's Exc.bH.nsft. Chicago Hi., and et a nice
S !ver

1910.

I

GROCERY AND BAKER V

.1

15,

to a charge of selling liquor to aj art, skill and greatly executed, See has also secured bicycle hire for his
at the Elks'.
three letter carriers and in the future
minor. He is now serving his time. It, it
15
first
We
that
the
after
clean your house thoroughly two mail collections of the day will be
understood
is
Wil- without
Postal
(Continued From Page Two.)
Railway
removing anything, with ex- - made on bicycles.
days uf the sentence expire Mr.
son will be allowed to look after his perienced men who understand the i Clerk Charles A. Carruth will leave on
If your house needs cleaning phone business again, as :t is known that business, for the small price of one n's annual vacation tomorrow and will
us and we will do the rest. S. F. Wa- the saloons will be closed after first dollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light spend it fishing in Colorado. A fine
new adding machine has been install- or--' Co.
ter & Light Co.
day of July, when the rrohibition
e(i in
Remember it's your last chance to diiuince will go Into effect and this
is
This
accounting division of the
Where
Distinguished Hobo? I,ostom-ce-the
.
and
buslHer
Doll
his
see Lit
and will jiive him time to wind up
Mary
That is the question asked here to"
how Koir.t'o viiis Juliet at the Elks' ines, affairs.
day since it was learned that "A XO.
HELP
CITY
toni.Mkt.
afford
REVENUES
aroundWiLL
can
the hobo, who has traveled
Any one using brooms
BY PAYING DOG TAX.
Man Stabbed to Death Near Knowles Electric Suction Cleaner.
Phone us the states from ocean to ocean at a!
S. R. Hamilton, u farmer formerly and our
Phoenix, Ariz., june 15 Dr. O. U
representative will call and nominal expense of $7.60 for railroad
of La .Mesa, Texas, was stabbed to explain. S. F. Water & Light Co.
fares, and after whom the railroad Mahoney, a pioneer of Arizona, has
to provide collars and
cleat ii. i't miles south of Knowles, EdChaves County Democrats Have Cold officials are in warm pursuit, was on undertaken
He is cense tags for every canine impound- dy county, .New Mexico,
vvav to the Ancient City.
yesterday. peet The Chaves county Democratic
The tumble arose over a division Iceiii'.u committee met at Roswell said to have arrived here today andjed y Phoenix dog catchers. He paid
fence with the men residing on ad wiili a majority of the members pres- those who know the tricks of tourists into the city treasury today $100 for
ijeceasea ueaves a ent. After considerable discussion it who always" stand around the plaza fifty tags and purchased as manv col
joining claims,
wife and two children. T. C. House, was decided that no call for a primary monument are looking for A No. 1, the lars, which were adjusted to the dog
a be issued at this time. The news from man who can beat even the railroads. catcher's first day's roimdfupf. The
accused of killing Hamilton has
wife and three children. He has not Washington that the statehood bill Says the Albuquerque Journal today: dog catcher is still busy impounding
and it is estimated by Chief
been arrested.
has a chance of passing at this session R. AY. Snowden. snecial officer here,! strays
John Moore that tihe physi-abosee
Wash
Police
Electric
of
the
Tub
and
a
Sand tite fact that in that, event there received
wire from Lamy Junction;
Stop
love of dogs will cost him
S. F. Water & Light will lie no election of
cian's
in operation.
9 o'clock
which
Conto
last
night,
delegate
$2,000 before those in Phoenix are
Co.
gress, members of the legislature and stated that A No. 1 had departed fori
Bisbee Girls are Attractive Frank county officers in New Mexico this the long walk to-- ' Santa Fe, having provided with life preservers. Dr.
Hearst, a young miner who had been fall is given as the reason for the ac- given up the attempt to ride into the Mahoney is wealthy and declares he.
missing for the last few days, has tion of the committee in voting to Capital City on the Umy branch train jean spend his money jn no way that
anoro mm uie pieuie ue
written his landlady that he left Bis- hold up the primary. A resolution which carries only two cars. The spe-wiofficer at Lamy, was instructed rives from defending luckless canines.
bee, Ariz., because he had engaged was adopted authorizing the execuhimself to three different girls, all of tive committee to call a primary with- by Mr. Snowden to arrest A No. 1 if
tihe latter attempted to board a train FORMER PRESIDENT OF
whom he loved, and that not being in thirty days.
for this city or for Santa Fe.'j HIGH VALLEY RAILROAD DEAD.
Richable to decide which to marry, he prefor
and
exclusive
Sole
agents
ferred to go away.
South eBthlehem, Pa., June 15. A
mond Electric Suction Cleaner. S. F. The special officer at Lamy reported
Mrs. Montoya's Funeral The fun- Water & Light Co.
that it was raining and mat the hobo telegram announcing the death at his
- was likely to have hard walking, as he summer home in the Thousand Islands
eral of Mrs. Maggie G. Montoya took
Brings Back Prisoner Sheriff Closplace this morning from Guadalupe son has returned from Chimayo with took the wagon road instead of the of Elisha P. Wilbur, former president
church and was largely attended tlhe Gravid Salazar, a man over 60 years railway track."
of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Commembers of the Society of the Sacred of
and
Do
."Blue
with
in
Monday"
pany, was received here. He had
away
age, and who is locked up
jail
Heart and of the Fraternal Union, awaiting developments in the case of have your washing done by electricity. been an invalid for several years.
which furnished the pall bearers, be- Juan De
Aguero, aged "5 who was S. F. Water & Light Co.
ing in evidence. Interment was made beaten into insensibility Monday night
CARD OF THANKS.
in Fairview cemetery.
We thank the Fraternal Union of
De Aguero whose name was at first TIME ALLOWANCE
ForesMatinee Thursday at 3 o'clock with
OF PRISONERS. America, the Women Catholic
telephoned here as Derrero was sleepa complete change of pictures. Prices
the
of
ters
secretary
he
when
on
Albuquerque,
his
ranch
outdoors
ing
5 and 10 cents.
force, and friends for their kindness
was attacked and beaten over the
Continued from Page One.)
Rev.
Robert
Death of Rev.
Craig
during the illness and death of wife
head with a hammer.
Footprints
Robert Craig, formerly synodical mis- showed there were several persons and restoration to
and daughter.
of
persons
society
ROBERT MONTOYA,
sionary for the Presbyterian board of present when the crime was commit- convicted of crime. home missions for Arizona and New ted but Sheriff Closson stated today
EMMA C. RIDLEY.
Yours
truly,
Mexico with headquarters at Albu- thai Salazar told him tihat he had
FRANK W. CLANCY.
querque, died Sunday at the home of done the beating "all by himself" and
There is always some person at one
Attorney General.
John Kellar, a cousin, at Ottawa, Can- gave the motive as domestic troubles
or another who has printing to be
Additional Clerk at Postoffice.
time
ada. Mr. Craig was well known in for which he held De Aguero responthe representations of Post- done and if the work is to be first
Through
Santa Fe.
sible. It is tnought the injured man masters E. C. Burke, the Santa Fe class the New Mexican job printing
Saloonkeeper Sentenced C. L. Wil- will .recdver. He has a wife and four postoffice has been granted another department can fill the bill. Why get
son, proprietor of the Green Front sa- children.
clerk, and tomorrow, John R. McFie, printing that isn't first class, any way,
In the Great Northwest, a story of Jr., will take his place at the general since appearance today is of such im- loon, at Roswell, was sentenced to jail
for 80 days after having pleaded guilty the Canadian wood, is a great piece of delivery window, Postmaster Burke portance?
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have iust received our new Stock of this

j

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THiSM

imam hpv nnnn?. on

i Annie

mmswmssm msmssmmsmmmmmi

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

YRD0N

HICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

NEW

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

nnflTI

Una

rtl IAA

bLSbu

HACK SERVICE

SATISFACTION

Frt0omsaanStaVF9eai

szv

ASSURED

corriocs hack line

,

GAME

BASE BALL EXCURSION

vs.
lmon
Grays
CALLED AT

2tiQ
t
AT S NTA FE BASE BALL PARK

popuiafpriL Buggies and Saddle Horses

Admission

35

Cents.

--

---

People conveyed FREE OF CHARGE TO and FROM the
Grounds in Brooklyn, Explorer aud Talley Ho First
trip being made at. 1 o'clock from Plaza? '

SANTA FE BAND WILL FURNISH MUSIC

Smart

'

COOL NEGLIGEE SHIRTS in many

handsome patterns.

Grand Stand 15 Cents.

imimmmimmxtxmtwaiim

'.

--

GOOL STRAW HATS in all the latest
styles, Panamas and Leghorns Some
snappy fancy band numbers for swell
young men who want the thing. - -

June

L
1

Our Toggery Department is full of cool
wearables for these hot, swellteringdays.
Every man that is introduced to our
sort of Haberdashery always keeps up
the friendship. -

Sunday

Snappy!
ifferent!
COME. SEE

You
BEAUTIES IN NECKWEAR.
find here, Sir, neckwear of refinement

that is so different from the ordinary.
UNION UNDERWEAR man will find
underwear here that will fill his minds
eye. Mercerized and Elastic knit for
Summer. All sizes.
CHOICE HOSIERY, and young men,
who appreciate Smart Hosiery for their
Oxfords, can find what they want here.
Guaranteed Hosiery. -

'

e can't begin to tell you of the exclusive and
rich Summer Toggery, we are now showing.
The Store

of Quality

a!2SSLSSL

Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
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